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PREVIEW FOR FALSE DIAMOND AGE
NARRATOR
self replicating nanotechnology,
Show nanobots.
NARRATOR (CONT'D)
the holy grail of civilization.
NARRATOR (CONT'D)
Humankind harnesses the revolution and uses it to build great wonders. To build a great utopia; without aging, poverty, or disease, mankind will relish in a golden age of world wide prosperity,,,
Show star elevator earth and colonies, show a traditional african tribe replicating a huge platter of sushi.
NARRATOR (CONT'D)
for a time. Then there is war,, and all of civilization's achievements hung in the balance.
Show star elevator explode, at the utterance of "war," people begin to panic as it begins to shatter and come down almost upon them.
Show quick flashes of the movie.
NARRATOR (CONT'D)
See the future, let it be your present
Show diamonds being brought together by nanobots to build -> "False Diamond Age"
NARRATOR (CONT'D)
Coming ___________

REFLECTION
Play a song like: "Robert Miles - Everyday life."
Pure blackness. Credits come up of a certain Wavelength. The wavelength is displayed in the lower left hand corner, by the wavelength is the element and electron level drop. After each credit is displayed for a moment, the letters spread out over the screen, giving the screen a distinct color. To the right is a spectrometer, which keeps track of the line of color.
Begin reflective narrative as beginning credits are displayed-
CUT TO:
INT. TRAIN
ZEUS (VO)
I have loved to play first person shooters all my life. I was never very interested in one subject, and I didn't want to go to college undecided like everybody else did,, not when I knew my true passion. I had joined the space marines.
ZEUS (VO)
I signed up just a couple of months ago, claiming on the application my interest in protecting our civilization. Which is a load of bullshit.
ZEUS (VO)
For the past few decades our world has been peaceful, and prosperous. The last evils of the world were vanquished along with the terrorists, the Iranians, and the North Koreans.
ZEUS (VO)
Our military is the largest in the world but is still less than 3 percent of the US population. It outnumbers the EU coalition army by


(Reflection)
ZEUS (VO)
But none of that's important. I joined for my own sake, to learn discipline, and get paid playing the simulators I love.
After all the credits are done, "False Diamond Age" is displayed in white, and the holes in the spectrometer are filled in, to the right is labeled all of the spectral ranges. When this is blended into the screen, it becomes a bright yellow/ orange color. Middle spreads out to fill the whole screen. All you see is yellow/orange. Zoom out of the sun, just a few degrees above the horizon quickly out to an elevated super sonic maglev train, then move to the interior where Zeus is sipping from a 50cl diamond bottle of sprite.
During below dialogue zoom into glass bottle to see individual atoms of Carbon labeled 'C', and other elements doped in. Zoom out to show perfect lattice structure only broken by carbon nanotube reinforcements all the way through. Zoom to macroscopic world.
ZEUS (VO)
Our world is so great, everything is custom made to perfection, every atom in alignment, everything made cheaply and instantly.
During below dialogue zoom into video watch wrist band, zoom all the way into the intelligent 3 dimensional hexagonal SINSS circuitry, overlay circuit diagram, in all dimensions. Zoom out and pan out, then show diagrams at logical level which is big, zoom out to see more logic arrangements, then the human level.
ZEUS (VO)
Given our control we design things intelligently maximizing every bit of spare space, expanding digital circuitry to every cubic centimeter of devices, even if it is not needed at all.
During below dialogue A child sitting across from Zeus in the isle seat is remote controlling a toy BiMAV in the isle. Zoom into toy BiMAV to show coil launchers, zoom out to show SINSS muscles pushing a layer of Hexagonal Metal muscular architecture. Show many layers randomly arranged now expanding. Zoom out to show Cellular Diamond Armor. Zoom out to show toy BiMAV again.

(Reflection)
ZEUS (VO)
And given the ability to control matter at the sub-microscopic level or nanoscopic level, we can shape materials at the macroscopic level
During below dialogue show Zeus looks out the window and sees the shadow of a rod, on the dry ground.
ZEUS (VO)
and beyond to form colossal wonders, that have transformed our way of life in this solar system.
Show scenery, as the rod comes closer to the train. The train is traveling very fast so things are flying by very very fast.
FADE TO:
EXT. TRAIN STOP
Zeus looking down at the ground and looking over the railing of the final train station. Turn camera to look at Zeus from the same level as him, you can begin to see the elevator come out of the square Pyramidal(same ratio as Great Pyramid) space port, still see Zeus.
As he looks up at the "end" of it in the sky so do you, keep looking up higher and higher, you can see the elevator go on seemingly forever. Ultra-zoom to the very top, through a window, where Zeus is getting off, having fun in zero gees.
CUT TO:

TRAINING
INT. BOOT CAMP MEETING ROOM
Zeus's first training program. All the male and female candidates are standing conversing.
INSTRUCTOR
All right men, AT ATTENNNTION!! This may not be boot camp, but we still expect perfect discipline.
INSTRUCTOR
We are not swords to be sent into some kind of full scale war that will never happen, we are the ever operating scalpel of the United States Military, WE ARE DELTA FORCE!!!!
INSTRUCTOR
You men and women have been chosen above thousands to become part of an elite experimental squadron Code Name Seraphim. If we are successful in our operations then we will be a perfect model of all the special forces corps, and possibly the entire US military.
INSTRUCTOR
As y'all well know the future of war is in tightly packed Bipedal Mechanized Assault Vehicles or BiMAVs, and Strength Enhancing Exosceletons or STEX. A micromanaged symphony of Supreme Integrated Nanotubular Super Structure or SINSS armor.
INSTRUCTOR
All of it is built by the self replicating nanobot,  SRN, the microscopic cube that can turn heat and nearby atoms into more cubes just like the first 1. That's how everything now is built, by filling in the matter with cubes then having the cubes eat each other to make things.

(Training)
RANDOM SOLDIER AT BOOT CAMP
So the SRNs are cannibals.
INSTRUCTOR
Yes, they are computerized micro- machines that sacrifice themselves so that we can live in the comfort of a society that need only press buttons to make anything one's heart desires. But you already knew that.
INSTRUCTOR
There is a reason why this is a gender balanced squadron, each and every one of you is going to from up with an opposite gender pair that will be your permanent assignment as a sky assistant and commando team unless you want to switch with other couples.
INSTRUCTOR
Women will usually be sky assistants because they can multitask all the mission variables and men will be commandos because men have a single minded focus, TO KILL!!!
INSTRUCTOR
You are to love and fuck each other so that your spirits can be in perfect resonance. If this resonance breaks trust also breaks, and if trust breaks then ground units and sky commanders will not coordinate properly.
INSTRUCTOR
Remember Ground teams must not hesitate to follow every single word of their sky assistant. Those on the ground see nothing, those in the sky see everything.
INSTRUCTOR
Before mess hall meeting at 12 o'clock each and every one of you is to have a partner or I'll choose them for you.

(Training)
INSTRUCTOR
Welcome to the Seraphim boys and girls were going to be doing some fun stuff working with the CIA as part of the new Securities Act. Even our name is classified, so don't speak it, if anybody asks tell them only that you are in the Space Marine Core. Dismissed.
Instructor promptly walks out of the room.
ARTEMIS
What's your name?
ZEUS
Zeus.
ARTEMIS
I am named after a greek goddess as well.
ZEUS
Really which.
ARTEMIS
Artemis goddess of the hunt.
ZEUS
So is that why you joined the Seraphim, to hunt.
ARTEMIS
Hell yeah. And I guess you'll just send down lightning bolts from the heavens to kill your enemies.
ZEUS
Damn strait girl.
ARTEMIS
Unfortunately your powers are useless because the nanotubes within the STEX would just conduct the electrical current away from the body.
ZEUS
That is why I want you to be sending artillery, missiles, and lasers at the enemy.
ARTEMIS
That's how I hunt.

(Training)
ZEUS
Ohh so you don't use a bow and arrow.
ARTEMIS
Hahaha no fortunately we're a little beyond that. Your funny and somehow I think the fact we are both greek gods makes us destined to be together.
ZEUS
I've got that impression also.
ARTEMIS
So we'll be a team.
ZEUS
Yep your my sky assistant.
CUT TO:
INT. SKY COMMAND CENTER WITH VIRTUAL REALITY NODES AT THE
BOTTOM AROUND THE PERIMETER
Normal sky command with peripheral nodes devoted to VR simulators for Zeus and his buddies.
INSTRUCTOR
Were starting you out hard people, odds, remember keep your shields up and all guns firing at aimed targets, good luck.
The West has 20 BiMAVs managed by 20 commanders and 20 sky assistants, they fights against 40 BiMAVs.
EXT. PLAZA IN TRAINING COLONY
INSTRUCTOR
All plaza units form up into a turtle, ALL OTHER UNITS CONVERGE
IMMEDIATELY ON PLAZA!!
Plaza units pull together into a coherent shield formation that blocks virtually all plasma shells but can still shoot out of it.
The formation is being surrounded by most of the enemy STEX, now pouring out of the buildings to pummel as much plasma as they can against the virtually impenetrable turtle.
Units farther out from the Plaza are now running plowing through any enemy resistance

(Training)
ZEUS
WE'RE GETTING FUCKING POUNDED OUT HERE.
There is a breach in the shields and the surrounding forces dump plasma on 3 of the central fighters beyond fighting capacity, leaving 7 including Zeus, before the siege is completely ended. The 3 dropped out of BiMAVs and remain in mini-BiMAVs.
INSTRUCTOR
Turtled units drop shields hit the deck now, ALL Units push into the Plaza!!
The 7 in the center hit the deck still keeping the enemy at bay and still firing sparingly at enemy BiMAVs in the plaza.
EXT. CITY IN TRAINING COLONY
All the other friendly units are flanking the enemy from all angles and the assistant controlled STEX which are finally arriving from the long trek on and through all the city buildings.
EXT. PLAZA IN TRAINING COLONY
Finally the enemy forces seemed mostly destroyed. They are being hit by dumped plasma on them as the BiMAVs ingest their body parts directly into their stomach so it can be liquified.
INSTRUCTOR
Alright just mopping and cleaning up from here on out, eat every unit in 5 minutes or you'll be in the sim for extra hour.
Instructor leaves his command post and walks off.
CUT TO:

FOREST FIGHT
EXT. FOREST ON A NATURE COLONY
Zeus as a 11 year old is in forest camouflage. He and the people he is killing are playing a MRDSS game(MultiRelay Distance Sensor System, like laser tag except one can get hit anywhere).
Perfectly calm and focused, Zeus presses his ear piece in to listen, with his right hand. No emotion look strait forward in concentration.
Zeus begins stalking, looks at enemy encampment through scope. Zeus gets a little closer. As he stands up and begins firing his riffle, transition by a cut to Zeus in a chameleon STEX suit in-
EXT. PARK IN TYPE 2 COLONY
Begins firing. Kills a few of the enemy STEX. Runs out of the forest, into a whole bunch of guys.
Zeus instantly throws a grenade and begins firing like crazy. Zeus is sniped in the lower chest. Zeus stumbles back a few steps as he waves his riffle to regain balance. Zeus is shot again in the chest, he is laying on the ground, Zeus is shot in the head.
ZOOM OUT FROM THE SCREEN:
INT. SIMULATOR ROOM
TRAINER
Those are some nice shots Jeffrey but you need to get those shots more consecutive, he almost had enough time to regain his balance.
JEFFREY
I know, I fumbled for a second there.
TRAINER
Zeus why the hell did you run out into the open like that, there was absolutely no intelligence on enemy positions when you did.

(Forest Fight)
TRAINER
You defiantly screwed up, you had more than enough time to deploy recon probes to scan the area like that, it's just plain sloppy to just run into the open like that. By now you should know better than that.
ZEUS
I'm sorry, I got so involved in that John Wayne shit from the forest, I got the impression I was invincible.
TRAINER
You were great in the forest, but overall we need more work with this colony structure, you don't all seem to be acquainted with it.
TRAINER
Remember this colony design is more popular than any other design. It is really going to help to know it like the back of our hands. Which is why I am going to run you through the simulators again.
Moans of agony.
TRAINER
It's past our bedtime people, but still I expect quality performance, this will be a test of your endurance, given that we have been at the simulators for over 13 hours, you will start to get tired. No more sloppiness. To your simulators.
Zeus and the 19 other recruits go back into their virtual reality nodes as they close around them.
ZOOM IN ON THE BLACKNESS THEN CUT TO:

FIRST LOVE
INT. DORM
ARTEMIS
Thank god all those missions are over, as much as I like virtual reality being at boot camp gets boring.
ZEUS
But the days are dull so the nights with you are more extraordinary.
ARTEMIS
I know I'm that good but you..
ZEUS
Well aren't I.
ARTEMIS
Well all though we are falling in love, I wouldn't say we are in love.
ZEUS
I would disagree we're just 68 percent in love.
ARTEMIS
Fair enough, I'm 43 percent in love. I'll have sex at anywhere above 33 percent so your in the green.
Zeus smiles then starts making out with Artemis.
Sex scene.
CUT TO:
INT. SPACE PORT
Zeus is looking at his labtop which shows a video of Titan.
TITAN
Very basic mission, just gauge what you think and if you have any questions please write them down.

(First Love)
TITAN
This will also be a test of your composure, remember you need to master an entire new environment, and do what little is required of you perfectly. Your test begins now, read the automatic briefing
CUT TO:

THE FIRST "TEST"
Zeus's labtop screen is filled with the following text. Titan is saying it.
LABTOP
Your new name is ______ _______, you are the substitute security guard for ______ ______ who broke his arm yesterday and is in the hospital right now getting it fixed. Here is your new face. You are to report to the freight department at FedEx Corp.
LABTOP
They will assign you to security on the ________ a medium sized transport departing for ________ colony. You are to wait on the ship for exactly 30 minutes, and then kill the crew and take control of the cockpit. You are to connect this via USB7 to the control panel.
FADE OUT THEN CUT TO:
INT. FEDEX SHIP
RANDOM FEDEX EMPLOYEE 1
Hello _____
Zeus starts killing the crew.
After the crew is dead Zeus goes into the cockpit-
INT. COCKPIT OF FEDEX SHIP
and interfaces the computer. Zeus programs the burns referencing his palm pilot. Zeus plugs in the palm pilot to disable automatic controls.The burns take a few seconds.
Directly after it is completed a military officer shows up on the screen-
EASTERN MILITARY OFFICER
By your current course you are going to intersect with the restricted elevator space, please change your trajectory.

(The first "test")
Zeus looking down at writing on his arm next to the camera viewing Zeus.
ZEUS
I am ________ _________ security officer for this ship a terrorist just took over the ship and programmed this trajectory, he smashed the manual controls. I just killed him and sat down. I was hoping you could fire a shell at this ship to knock it off course from the elevator.
EASTERN MILITARY OFFICER
That won't be necessary your current trajectory will miss the elevator by over 100M.
ZEUS
Oh thank god!
EASTERN MILITARY OFFICER
I am sending a tug boat to intercept you, unfortunately it will take almost 4 minutes for them to reach your velocities, and acceleration.
ZEUS
Thank you, but won't my thrusters burn out before then.
EASTERN MILITARY OFFICER
No they will probably hold, ships aren't made like they are used to. Just sit tight, I will retain an open com with you.
ZEUS
OK.
A few seconds later the ship starts to take the second turn.
EASTERN MILITARY OFFICER
Your ship has just made an adjustment in its trajectory. I thought you said the control panel was destroyed.
A siren starts to go off in the command center.

(The first "test")
COMMAND CENTER COMPUTER
EMERGENCY, EMERGENCY, Collision course scrambling all emergency space craft. Preparing all rail cannons. Calculating all courses of action.
EASTERN MILITARY OFFICER
Fire Rail Cannons.
Zeus looking down at writing on his arm next to the camera.
ZEUS
I am Adam McMahon of the Total Liberty Front. I will take down the eastern elevator and my brothers will destroy the western one.
EASTERN MILITARY OFFICER
YOU FUCKING CRAZY BASTARD, WHY!?
Show line of shot from both ground and sky station.
EASTERN ENSIGN
Sir no course of action could avert the collision. Stopping inward transportation.
EASTERN MILITARY OFFICER
WHY!?
ZEUS
See the tapes on the news at midnight. Farewell I have a pod to catch.
Zeus reaches the pod and launch it before the collision.
Zeus use a monitor on the pod to program a course to earth. Then Zeus changes the monitor to display CNN news just as they show the clip of the ship collide into the star elevator. Then watch the clip show a picture of Zeus, until Zeus takes the mask of the face of the fake terrorist off and strips into civilian clothing fit for outdoor activity. Zeus keeps the mask in his pocket The pod is reentering earth's atmosphere and fire engulfs the pod. The pod is still making course adjustments so that it will fall in the Ogooue river. The pod's parachute opens as it is just above the Ogooue river in central Gabon. Zeus's pod slams into the water.

AFRICA
EXT. OGOOUE RIVER
Zeus opens the pod and swims to shore.
Looking out onto the expanse of the green savanna plains Zeus sees 4 black jeeps approaching with africans driving(Plasma assault riffle next to them) with another african in the jeep holding a plasma assault riffle, and 3 CIA guys in Hawaiian shirts; 2 white and 1 black in three different jeeps.
Zeus waves as 3 futuristic Jeeps pulls up right next to Zeus. African CIA opens door for Zeus.
AFRICAN CIA 1(WHITE GUY)
Hi, get in.
Zeus is gets into the left back seat.
ZEUS
I am not so sure this is a training op anymore.
Zeus is in.
African CIA all start laughing, African CIA 3(black) still laughing translates to French for the natives, they start laughing also.
African CIA 1 leads the way by starting to drive.
EXT. AFRICAN DIRT ROAD IN JUNGLE
ZEUS
Ohhhh fuck I just started World War wow duude that's tripped out.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Hopefully the media corporations will successfully portray your character as a terrorist and not CIA. Otherwise yes there will be World War 3.
ZEUS
How am I getting back to the states?

(Africa)
AFRICAN CIA 1
We are driving to one of President Amini's personal airstrips, a  C-385 SkyJumper is ready and waiting to lift us off. I will escort you personally, the others stay here.
ZEUS
Oh you get to be the shophur how exciting.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Yeah to bad there's no action.
Zeus looks over at the other jeep, where African CIA 2(white) is talking on a sleek cell phone(which company is going to pay to have their cell phone shown). African CIA 2 appears to have hung up and is speed dialing.
African CIA 1's cell phone is ringing.
AFRICAN CIA 1
What's happening.
AFRICAN CIA 2
Gorillas have taken over the air strip, everyone who is guarding it is dead.
AFRICAN CIA 1
A road block?
AFRICAN CIA 2
We don't know, but they don't have any war vehicles besides jeeps.
AFRICAN CIA 1
We have to assume they don't have enough time to severely barricade the position. How many men are there.
AFRICAN CIA 2
Last time I heard 36 naked natives-
AFRICAN CIA 1
nakeds with no STEX are not so bad.
AFRICAN CIA 2
and at least 4 STEX.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Rebels don't have STEX what the fuck is going on here.

(Africa)
AFRICAN CIA 2
Supposedly the STEX are ESP.
AFRICAN CIA 1
ESP, Eastern Secret Police, what the hell are they doing here, this means that Europeans had advanced knowledge of the attack.
AFRICAN CIA 2
I thought the same thing.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Regardless my orders are very explicit: "Get Zeus back to the USA no matter what." Therefore we must continue as planned else we will be caught here.
AFRICAN CIA 1
African CIA 3 tell our drivers what is going on then await contact from Republican Reinforcements. I'll call the President of Gabon to get more men.
AFRICAN CIA 3
Aya captain.
African CIA begins screaming in French so all the Gabonese can hear.
AFRICAN CIA 1
In case we don't make it we have to inform the CIA that there are ESPs here. African CIA 2 call homebase; tell them everything.
African CIA 1 hangs up cell phone.
ZEUS
What the hell is going on?
AFRICAN CIA 1
Shut up, I'll explain later.
African CIA 1 dials a 13? digit number.
AFRICAN CIA 1
President Amini I am from the CIA we need to evac one of our personnel immediately via that airstrip. It's been taken over by rebels.

(Africa)
PRESIDENT AMINI
Not my problem I have already helped you enough-
AFRICAN CIA 1
NOT YOUR FUCKING PROBLEM!!!? I'LL
TELL YOU WHAT YOUR FUCKING PROBLEM
IS; YOU'VE GOT REBELS GETTING A
FOOTHOLD IN YOUR COUNTRY!! IF YOU
DON'T SUPPORT us, we are going to support those rebels and not you. That's besides the fact that I am going to PERSONALLY PUT A FUCKING BULLET THROUGH YOUR GOD DAMN THICK SKULL!!!
PRESIDENT AMINI
Alright, I have some minute men nearby, I'll send them in Jeeps to meet you on the road just before the strip.
AFRICAN CIA 1 (PERFECTLY CALM)
Thank you very much sir, I am sure that you will have a prosperous future as the President of Gabon. Have a good day.
African CIA 1 hangs up cell phone.
ZEUS
Wow that was a wonderful strong arm, perfectly superb.
AFRICAN CIA 1 (PERFECTLY CALM)
I've been in the CIA for over
(African CIA 1 begins to dial a number)
years I know what I am doing. I started off shipping dope out of Afghanistan.
AFRICAN CIA 3
Hello.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Have the minute men contacted you yet?
AFRICAN CIA 3
Yes they are currently mounting their jeeps.

(Africa)
AFRICAN CIA 1
It appears that CIA 2 is still on the phone with homebase.
AFRICAN CIA 3
I am just wondering; how are we actually getting on this plane.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Your not, I am going to have all Jeeps form up into a V with one of the African's taking point, I will follow directly behind point, you will be on the lower right of the V and African CIA 2 on the lower left most point.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Support us with fire until we get onto the plane then have all jeeps swerve away from battle. I and Zeus will ride directly onto the plane and you 2 will be on your own until you get back to base.
AFRICAN CIA 3
Ok we form a V you directly behind the front us two at the back, we charge the position and once you're on the plane we all drive away.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Yep that's it.
AFRICAN CIA 3
That sounds simple enough. Stop at the cross roads just ahead we'll meet the reinforcements there.
African CIA 1 lets the cell phone move away from his face.
AFRICAN CIA 1
I see it, chauffeur arrêt.
The 3 original Jeeps come to a stop, with CIA 2's the most forward.
AFRICAN CIA 1
GET YOUR JEEP OUT OF THE CROSSROADS.
African CIA 2 still on phone to home base signals the driver to reverse.
African CIA 2's jeep backs up behind the intersection.

(Africa)
African CIA 1 talking on cell phone;
AFRICAN CIA 1
Ok tell the reinforcements about the V formation. Tell them not to stop at all.
AFRICAN CIA 3
We're going up against 4 ESPs and 36 nakeds.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Yeah right.
African CIA 1 hangs up cell phone.
ZEUS
How long until they get here.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Should be in a minute or so. We're fucking charging 4 ESPs, and 36 naked rebels. This is very simple the strip is just a few hundred meters up ahead.
African CIA 1 points to GPS based mapping system at front of Jeep.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Hopefully this jeep will drive directly into the plane.
ZEUS
How does the driver know.
AFRICAN CIA 1(FRENCH)
Drive behind the V directly into the plane's bay.
Driver nods.
AFRICAN CIA 1(FRENCH)
Good let's get ready people!
African CIA 1 looks in the back and finds 2 plasma riffles, one he gives to Zeus.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Here, when I tell you to pop up and fire on your side at the ESP. If they are in front we have to push them away so they don't hit our jeep.

(Africa)
ZEUS
Ok don't worry I'll take him down.
republican jeeps pass by in a relatively tight formation.
AFRICAN CIA 1
GO!
Jeeps follow behind them.
The road is on flat ground so the Jeeps in the front begin to fan out in a crude V formation.
The driver of African CIA 1 begins to follow directly behind front point.
AFRICAN CIA 1
This is very simple keep your head low, pop up to hit those ESPs, and hope we get on the plane alright.
ZEUS
What if the driver gets hit.
African CIA 1 has a buckled seat belt. African CIA 1 buckles Zeus's seat belt.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Then we jump out of the jeep and charge directly into the plane.
ZEUS
Oh god.
AFRICAN CIA 1
NO hesitating, just fucking run onto that plane and kill everything in your way.
ZEUS
Ok I'll do it.
EXT. AFRICA CLEARING NEAR PLANE
V formation all but complete. Shots are beginning to be fired.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Get down!
African CIA 1 helps push Zeus to a low position.
ESP all in a picket line dump plasma on the oncoming jeeps slaughtering many of the Republican minute men. Behind are 36 rebels wearing only camouflage cloth uniforms.

(Africa)
The C-385 SkyJumper is a futuristic sleek looking jet with 4 engines, 2 directly above the other engines which are below the wing halfway back.
ESPs do a dive roll to dodge out of the way of the first Jeep, they begin shooting at the first Jeep. Zeus shoots one of the ESP and some of the rebels.
Zeus's jeep keeps on going and begins to take a wide left arcing turn to drive into the C-385 SkyJumper. The driver of Zeus's Jeep is shot in the heart.
The Jeep is just a few meters from the plane and begins to turn too much and begins to roll along the ground. It stops just 4 meters from the plane upside down.
African CIA 1 is closer to the plane than Zeus is.
Zeus and African CIA 1 automatically unbelts and get out of the Jeep.
Zeus and African CIA 1 each kill 1 of the 2 guards to the plane's loading bay and immediately sprint towards the bay.
African CIA 1 is the first into the plane and immediately presses the close bay button.
Zeus jumps onto the quickly closing bay.
INT. SKYJUMPER BAY
African CIA 1 is running to the flight deck.

PLANE TO AMERICA
Zeus run also to the flight deck and get in the co-pilot's seat.
INT. SKYJUMPER COCKPIT
African CIA 1 has already begun to start the plane.
ZEUS
Holy shit how are we going to get out of here, they'll scramble fighters.
AFRICAN CIA 1
No they won't, the Gabonese control these skies not the rebels.
ZEUS
What if there are flying ESPs.
AFRICAN CIA 1
They can't fly in Gabonese air space either cause we own it, and the Atlantic Fleet will protect us while we are over the Ocean.
ZEUS
The USA deployed carrier squadrons just to protect me, I feel so honored.
AFRICAN CIA 1
They are protecting your mask and costume, cut it to pieces and get ready to throw it out the bay once were over the ocean.
ZEUS
Yes sir.
CUT TO:
INT. SKYJUMPER BAY
Zeus pressing the button to open the bay. Once the bay is open Zeus throws the shredded cloth and plastic into the glistening ocean below.
Meditating in silence for 5 seconds.
African CIA 1 opens the flight deck door.

(Plane to America)
Zeus presses the button to close the bay and walks back into the flight deck.
ZEUS
I am going to sleep, tell me when were above American soil
AFRICAN CIA 1 (LEANING OVER FROM
COCKPIT)
Alright, I'll just fly the plane alone.
ZEUS
Good night.
Zeus begins to snuggle himself to sleep outside the flight deck on some camouflage netting.
CUT TO:
INT. SKYJUMPER BAY
AFRICAN CIA 1
Wake up, were just past the coast, a fighter escort is directing us to a military base in Pennsylvania.
They both walk back to the cockpit.
INT. SKYJUMPER COCKPIT
awesome looking next generation Joint strike fighters hover on each side of the C-385 SkyJumper.
Zeus is still standing in the middle of the flight deck.
AFRICAN CIA 1
Close the door and sit down.
Zeus closes the door and is about to sit down when-
ZEUS
Look two of the Jets are flying forward of the plane.
AFRICAN CIA 1
That's weird must be forming a forward fighter screen for some reason, I hope that nothing is going to come down and attack us.
Visible on one of the peripheral viewing cameras, the 2 jets still to the side of the C-385 SkyJumper fall back behind the wings.

(Plane to America)
The 2 forward Jets flying forward at amazing speeds take a sharp 180 degrees loop.
ZEUS
They're coming straight for us.
AFRICAN CIA 1
I
(a spray of plasma moves from the top of the cockpit down through both of the flight chairs down through the bottom of the cockpit.)
kno..
African CIA 1's head falls down, his body strapped into the chair.
ZEUS
HOLY SHIT!!
In the peripheral cameras show 4 sidewinder type missiles deployed 2 from each rear jet take out all of the Jet engines at the same time.
Jets continue to encircle the plane strafing it with bullets and eventually missiles. The C-385 SkyJumper begins to take a nose dive.
Zeus gets to a parachute and puts it on. Zeus opens the bay door and jumps out.
AIR. OUTSIDE SKYJUMPER
Just as Zeus jumps out of the plane multiple missiles converge to explode the fusion reactor, sending an explosive shockwave that tears apart both fuselage and wings.
The jets do not notice Zeus from the debris that is falling everywhere. The Jets all fly due West probably to that military base where African CIA 1 was directed.
CUT TO:
EXT. SUBURBIA
Zeus opens the chute just above ground.
A few seconds more of falling.
Zeus lands on the ground into a roll.

(Plane to America)
Zeus takes the parachute off.

TO FIND A COMPATRIOT
CUT TO:
EXT. PAYPHONE IN SUBURBAN COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
ZEUS
I need a taxi.
CUT TO:
EXT. DOWNTOWN MCLEAN
Back in Mclean Zeus gets out of the maglev car.
Zeus is in front of a phone booth in downtown McLean. Zeus dials his friend's number from memory.
FRIEND
Hello.
ZEUS
Meet me at the creek where the bamboo forest is.
FRIEND
Who are you?
ZEUS
I neeeed to be reborn.
FRIEND
Oh it's you. I can't believe you made it here how did you do it.
ZEUS
Meet there at 9 PM. OK?
FRIEND
How about 1 AM?
ZEUS
That will work I will be in the woods.
FRIEND
Ok see you there.
ZEUS
Bye.

(To Find a Compatriot)
Zeus hangs up the phone, Click.
CUT TO:
EXT. BAMBOO FOREST IN CREEK
At 1 am show Zeus's friend walking along the pavement. When the friend walks up to the creek.
ZEUS
Are you armed.
FRIEND
No.
ZEUS
Good I am just a bit paranoid.
FRIEND
I can see why.
ZEUS
Who is behind this shit?
FRIEND
The director is.
ZEUS
Why did he blow up the elevator.
FRIEND
He didn't you did, remember.
ZEUS
Shut the fuck up you know what I mean and I am in no mood for joking.
FRIEND
I'm sorry, that was inappropriate.
FREIND
The CIA is split loosely into 2 factions the war hawks and the doves.
ZEUS
And the director is a hawk.
FREIND
Yes.
ZEUS
And you are a dove.

(To Find a Compatriot)
FRIEND
Correct.
ZEUS
Well why did he have to trick some know nothing trainee.
FRIEND
Because nobody intelligent would have volunteered, and they would actually get solid information to trace it to the CIA, while you on the other hand know nothing that can not be read in a newspaper, besides of course my cell phone number.
ZEUS
I see, can you get me a new identity.
FRIEND
That won't be necessary.
ZEUS
Why not?
FRIEND
You will be working for us of course, we need people like you and it would be too risky to let you loose.
ZEUS
Why could I blab.
FRIEND
Yeah basically that is why the West took measures to eliminate you.
ZEUS
So what if I don't want to join back with the CIA.
FRIEND
You will die.
ZEUS
Don't we all die.
FRIEND
No, that expression stooped working after the fountain of youth was invented. What I meant was you would be caught immediately.

(To Find a Compatriot)
ZEUS
Oh shit, I guess you've probably got this place surrounded with agents by now?
FRIEND
phhhhhheeeet
(loud pinkie whistle)
you guys can come out now, no more hide and seek.
chameleon STEX begin to march guns pointing forward over to Zeus.
ZEUS
Well if you give me a new face how,,,,
(Zeus realizes the stupidity of what he is saying)
can you track me.. Ahh fuck I'm screwed.
FRIEND
Nope you just got to work for us doves.
ZEUS
I've got no choice. I'll join.
FRIEND
Good your first assignment is to kill the Director of the CIA.
ZEUS
What!?
FRIEND
Did you think I was joking about the factions. We got to take this guy out before he starts a war.
ZEUS
How am I going to do it?
FRIEND
Everything is in the car.
ZEUS
Everything? Does that include a map?
FRIEND
Yep and your mission objective and how to get back to where I live.

(To Find a Compatriot)
Says the friend as he leaves.
ZEUS
Wait! I haven't finished talking.
FRIEND
Nor have I. We will finish talking at my house, see ya there.
ZEUS
See ya deush.
Friend just keeps on walking not even flinching.
Zeus looks around to see one of the STEX motion for Zeus to enter the car.
Zeus waves to the STEX as he says.
ZEUS
Get out of here.
CUT TO:
EXT. MCLEAN SUBURBIA
Zeus walks over to his new found car and gets in.
Inside is a MRE, silenced submachine gun/ammo/scope, street clothes, combat computer/GPS, silenced pistol/ammo, knife, mask w/ headset, keys, misc. kit, a few kg of C-7, and a backpack. Zeus eats. Zeus puts on the new street clothes. Zeus start the maglev car. The car tells Zeus where to go.
CUT TO:
EXT. CIA DIRECTORS YARD
Zeus parks along a small suburban street. Zeus pick up the stuff and put it in the backpack with the exception of the guns which he holsters.
Zeus looks at his combat computer. It tells Zeus exactly where to go, compass and GPS provided. Zeus enters into the woods and reach the gate the computer tells Zeus to walk through.
The security is very tight because of the recent terrorism so 1 guard will be in the back yard. Zeus kills him from fence. Zeus gets to security console next to the back door. Zeus types in code 760256541039 that deactivate all individual security alarms. Zeus opens the door.

(To Find a Compatriot)
INT. CIA DIRECTORS HOME
CUT TO:
Zeus kills the dog.
CUT TO:
Zeus kills the director then the wife.
CUT TO:
Zeus looks at the filled in the check boxes and performs the action with a short cut for each.
COMPUTER
Now place equal amounts of C-7 to each of these locations throughout out the house. Then connect me to the computer system via USB.
Location 1 [] Location 2 [] Location 3 [] Location 4 []
Connect computer []
Destroy Personal Desktop assistant
[]
(Zeus:"WHERE IS IT!? Forget it I'm just going to get out of here.")
Grab hardrive and any backup disks []
CUT TO:
Zeus removes the hard drive.
CUT TO:
Zeus looks on the computer shelf for the backup disk. When Zeus finds it he checks that off on his little pocket computer.
COMPUTER
Mission completed leave house through the back and return to car.
Show car driving away past foreground and house blowing up in background.
CUT TO:

(To Find a Compatriot)
EXT. IN FRONT OF FRIEND'S HOUSE
Zeus walks inside.
INT. LIVING ROOM IN FRIEND'S HOUSE
FRIEND
Is it done?
ZEUS
Yes I did everything, except I could not find the PDA.
FRIEND
Don't worry it probably won't come out. It was just another precaution.
ZEUS
Let's finish the conversation we started earlier.

CONVERSATION ABOUT CIA
FRIEND
Yes let's, with the director dead there the president has already nominated Donald Young who will cease all activities against the Eastern Block.
ZEUS
Good I am glad things are really starting to clear up.
FRIEND
Well maybe. Some people are questioning the president's loyalty to the doves.
ZEUS
So I might have started World War 3.
FRIEND
Well we're not so sure about that.
ZEUS
Ok.
FRIEND
You've prevented the war if the Americans are the aggressors but-
ZEUS
SO you're telling me that MURDERING THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE and destroying the most critical infrastructure node in the world is not an act of aggression!
FRIEND
No not at all. All I am saying is that the hawks may be working for the East.
ZEUS
Kinda like the Bay of Tolkon incident attacking your own forces to spark a war.
FRIEND
Exactly.

(Conversation about CIA)
ZEUS
So let me guess the East wants to conquer the Americans so that they can dominate the world.
FRIEND
So say the rumors but it gets worse than that. One faction controlling the world is not a bad thing unless you are going to create a total mind control state.
ZEUS
Oh please mind control doesn't exist.
FRIEND
Supposedly the East just hasn't unveiled it.
ZEUS
So how does it work?
FRIEND
First you have to map out the neural network with nanobots.
ZEUS
How do you do that isn't the brain solid.
FRIEND
No the brain has a lot of fluid so there is plenty of room for nanobots to float around. Basically to connect any two neurons in the brain you need a sender site which launches a coaxial nanotube based wire to a receiver site connecting any 2 thoughts in the brain in a fully customizable manner.
ZEUS
They could connect God to government then government would speak-
FRIEND
with the force of God.
ZEUS
Oh my God.

(Conversation about CIA)
FRIEND
It gets worse, you can disconnect or prevent neurons from connecting so even if the brain adapts to think of the government differently those thoughts can be disconnected.
ZEUS
Holy Shit then the only thing left would be the god-government wires.
FRIEND
Exactamundo.
CUT TO:

NEWS REPORT
INT. LIVING ROOM IN FRIEND'S HOUSE
Zeus is watching TV. At 6:00 Zeus sees "Breaking news" disrupt the TV.
NEWS REPORTER 1
Breaking news, French President Jean-Léon Gouzot has just declared that terrorist attack on the Eastern elevator was committed by a faction within the United States government. The European President is now threatening military action if the president of the United States and his "compatriots" are not held accountable for their crimes in an United Nations tribunal. Here is the speech that is ongoing.
ZEUS
DAMN IT!!
Friend calls. The news show a translated version of the speech in the background.
ZEUS
Hello.
FRIEND (VO)
You get your ass over to Langley Headquarters right away.
ZEUS
OK.
FRIEND (VO)
I've already forwarded you picture ID to the guards. The guard will tell you where to enter. See you soon.
ZEUS
Bye.
Click.
CUT TO:

(News Report)
INT. RELATIVELY SMALL CIA MEETING ROOM
CIA ELEVATOR LEADER
The East is planning on destroying our elevator in retaliation. We are going to put as many agents as we can to protect from terrorism from within the elevator.
CIA ELEVATOR LEADER
The defense shield will guard against any foreseeable frontal attacks against the top of the elevator, but only while it has not been disabled.
CIA ELEVATOR LEADER
The East will undoubtedly attempt to sabotage the weapon systems on the ground and in the sky. We are going to search all cargo and personnel that travel to space.
CIA ELEVATOR LEADER
We are also going to position mines in order to destroy any incoming ships, in the case of weapons system failure. Here is a list of the agents who are to be assigned to the elevator:
Zeus is on the list displayed on a LCD screen.
INT. TRAIN
See the Star elevator from a train, the sun is setting, nostalgia sets in.
ZEUS (VO)
A monument to human ingenuity, to a world connected space and ground along all borders.
ZEUS (VO)
The entire human civilization available in just a 2 hour drive from any point to any point.

(News Report)
ZEUS (VO)
Because of me and my actions as the United State's pawn all will come tumbling down, I can smell the impending war and the American Counter Strike on the Eastern fleet if we do not prevent the destruction of this Space Elevator.
ZEUS (VO)
Oh god watch over this elevator and this species let them not come to World War 3.
Train stops at foot of Star elevator while camera looks straight up and see it go all the way to vague lights in space.
ZEUS (VO)
God let our utopic diamond age not be marred by the wounds and the scars of war. Let it not be a False Diamond Age.
Camera tilts to a horizontal level and zooms into the setting sun.
Zoom into sun. Zoom out of sun as viewed from the top of the Star elevator.
Security is tighter. Zeus is neither happy nor excited. Zeus gets out of the car.

PROTECTING THE LAST ELEVATOR
INT. SPACE ELEVATOR STATION AND INT. WESTERN SPACE COMMAND
CENTER
Zeus walks downward into increasing gravity.
ARIES (WHISPERS)
The man in the green shirt is armed with a submachine gun.
Aries begins to slowly pull out his pistol.
ARIES (WHISPERS)
No don't look now.
Zeus does the same.
ARIES
On three we make him disarm. 3..2..1..
ARIES
FREEZE HANDS ABOVE YOUR HEAD!
The Man In The Green Shirt turns to pull out the Uzi type gun. Zeus shoots him.
Zeus shoots another man who pulls out a weapon.
The other CIA officer pull out his headset with head light.
Zeus does the same.
ARIES
SCENARIO RED, full lock down, full security monitoring, Stop or destroy all incoming vessels, Command, stop sending people on the elevator and monitor for projectiles.
SUPREME WESTERN SPACE ADMIRAL
Roger that we are on full alert all sky command personnel to your stations immediately.
Zeus bends down and search the dead guy, Zeus finds a bag of his spy stuff. Zeus picks it up. Zeus opens his mouth to say-
ZEUS
Look at this-

(Protecting the last Elevator)
ARIES
Unit 1 reporting, all units report now. CIA ARM your selves and put on your head lights on or we'll end up shooting each other. Initiate the shake downs don't let anybody escape.
Zeus puts the kit in his pocket, and helps in the shake downs a couple of spies. The spies are revealed and Zeus of course shoots them. Continue shake downs until-
SKY ASSISTANT
Unit 8 is under heavy fire, enemies are trying to take the command room, all units in the vicinity.
SKY COMMANDER
STEX and CIA get over there and help them out.
ARIES
LETS GO!
Zeus starts running and kills many who are defending the entrance.
EASTERN SPY FROM INSIDE CONTROL ROOM
CLOSE THE DOOR!!!!!!
Aries throws a huge grenade into the control room just 1 second before the door closes. Zeus gets out of the way but the door holds the explosion. Hear air get sucked out.
ARIES
Space Admiral station control center was infiltrated and guarded I destroyed it, you take over space systems from now on.
ARIES
Space Admiral?
ARIES
Space Admiral!!!????? CAN YOU HEAR
ME!!!!!!!!?
Zeus looks out the window. Zeus points his finger in disbelief.
CUT TO:

PERSEPHONE TAKES THE LADDER DOWN
INT. EASTERN SPACE COMMAND CENTER
A picture on a large screen of the same view of the spaceship.
A few seconds of waiting.
Screen changes to show-
HERMES
Today, the war begins, the European Union will not stand for acts of cowardly terrorism upon our most precious assets. We will fight, and we will win. We are taking the Ecuador elevator down into the ground, HERE AND NOW!!
Cheering in the room at the remote presentation.
HERMES
P1, you are to lead a European Secret Police task force, that is as we speak infiltrating the western elevator station, and the Ecuador Big Gun. It is absolutely essential that you disable both aspects of their security. Both their ground and space weaponry are more than capable of destroying The Tiamat, which will automatically modify its orbit at 17:30, and will collide a half hour later at 18:00.
Show diagrams of this.
HERMES
P2 Will lead the Lunar fleet.
HERMES
At 22 hundred, Persephone will guide our Earth orbit fleet into all out naval war. P, you have a variety of objectives one of which is to protect The Tiamat.

(Persephone takes the ladder down)
HERMES
At 22 hundred, P3 will guide our forces upon the moon to charge critical western facilities, and points.
HERMES
At 22 hundred, P4 will guide the assault on Great Brittan, who is currently aligned with the West.
HERMES
P5 will lead the charge of our african forces.
HERMES
minutes should give you P6 enough time to disable all security protecting the big gun.
HERMES
Any general questions?
Silence.
HERMES
Good to your stations then, I will brief you all separately.
INT. EASTERN SPACE COMMAND CENTER
Persephone goes to her command post.
HERMES
Ok Persephone, this is finally real, remember it is just like the war games, it is no different, do just as you did then, focus just as you did when you took out the ________. Ok?
PERSEPHONE (A LITTLE NERVOUS
NODDING HER HEAD SLIGHTLY)
Ok.
HERMES
Good, first let me go over critical points that must be destroyed.
HERMES
There are 64 primary cannons that serve as the spokes of the Space station, only 8 of the external aiming portions of the rail cannons are going to be capable of firing upon the Tiamat.

(Persephone takes the ladder down)
HERMES
We are flying multiple squadrons of drone fighters alongside the juncture of these quadrants to remove the only 8 rail cannons capable of destroying Tiamat.
HERMES
However you need to take out the primary fusion reactor in the station. They cannot muster the power to slice the Tiamat in half on auxiliary reactors alone.
HERMES
We also need to disable the big gun on the ground which is capable of knocking the Tiamat on a trajectory passing above the space station. This will be completed by a specialist on the inside.
HERMES
After that it's clear sailing to dice the elevator in eight and knock the station out of orbit where we will recover it and refine it into a rail artillery platform and bring it into Lunar orbit where the battle for the moon shall decide the war.
HERMES
Remember go for the targets we don't have a chance of swarming anywhere so we just need to hit our targets and then we get the hell out of there to Lunar orbit.
PERSEPHONE
Will do commander is that everything?
HERMES
Yes, as soon as this is over you call Lunar commander P3 and provide subcommander support, until your close enough to the moon to have a low ping time then you will command the Lunar fleet.
PERSEPHONE
Can you authorize me to stim up when I need it.

(Persephone takes the ladder down)
HERMES
Let me access,
(accesses neural interface)
unlocked.
PERSEPHONE
Thank you, I just have a feeling I am going to be up many hours.
HERMES
We all will. See you around the moon.
PERSEPHONE
See ya.
Persephone commands it in fast motion with breaks to the exact point in the battle where Zeus left off.

FALL OF THE WESTERN SPACE ELEVATOR
CUT BACK TO:
INT. SPACE ELEVATOR STATION
ARIES
How can we have lost contact god damn it?
Aries says before he looks over where Zeus is pointing flabbergasted. Aries takes out his pistol and points it at the ship. Aries looks at his gun-
ARIES
It will collide in 3 minutes.
RANDOM CIA GUY
What unit 4?
ARIES
UNIVERSAL COM. FULL SCALE EVACUATION
NOW, PREPARE THE ESCAPE PODS,
everybody follow arrows to the escape pod.
CIA ELEVATOR LEADER
Countermand that order what the fuck are you doing soldier?
ARIES
You don't have time to look out a window but if you do you will see a giant ship coming right for us.
RANDOM CIA 2
Yep I see it.
RANDOM CIA 3
Me too.
CIA ELEVATOR LEADER
Roger TO PODS NOW!
Just then emergency arrow lights light up.
Zeus runs along the emergency lights killing 2 enemies. Zeus finally make it to the escape pods. Zeus sits outside them and defends against spies.

(Fall of the Western Space Elevator)
Zeus look over to the pod interface, just next to the door in the station, for a second-
ZEUS
Where are the pods sent to go?
POD COMPUTER
They will rendezvous with the U.S.S. ____ and the U.S.S. _____.
ARIES
UNACCEPTABLE, the fleets are, already clashing. Is there a designated civilian rescue center.
POD COMPUTER
No.
ARIES
FUCK!
says Aries as he looks at the map.
ARIES
Zoom out. The moon, program a low moon orbit.
POD COMPUTER
Done.
ARIES
Get on Zeus.
Aries thrashes Zeus in and goes in himself. Shots are fired just as he gets on and the door closes.
CUT TO:
INT. SPACE ELEVATOR ESCAPE POD
Zeus runs to the front of the pod and presses the red button ejecting the pod.
CUT TO:
SPC. OUTSIDE SPACE ELEVATOR STATION
Show mines exploding out side and destroying the Tiamat. A laser is starting to slash the oncoming ship.
The escape pods that remain are all ejecting. The Tiamat ship collides and digs into the station driving it perpendicular to where the pods are going.

(Fall of the Western Space Elevator)
The station becomes detached from the elevator as it is hit with the clusters of drones and falls to the ground in 8 separate tubular sections cut by the drones.
The elevator begins to fall towards the Earth. The station flies into deep space. The pods are traveling elsewhere.
ZOOM INTO:
INT. SPACE ELEVATOR ESCAPE POD
ZEUS
Oh my god we're at war.
Zeus is looking out the window.
ARIES
Computer how long until we reach low moon orbit?
POD COMPUTER
hours 34 minutes.
ZEUS
Do we have sleep in here?
POD COMPUTER
Yes 40 doses.
ZEUS
Good there is no problem here. If I've got sleep I don't need any food.
Injecting sleep... feeling uncomfortable, Zeus is sleeping on the hard floor.
CUT TO:
Zeus wakes up because of the bulge in his pocket where the Eastern spy kit is. Zeus looks at the time. You take out the kit, you look through it and find a few gismos.
One gismo is a little ID chip stamp. Zeus stamps it on his right hand. The mechanism fires a chip inside Zeus's hand.
ZEUS
AHH!!! what the hell was that?
ZEUS
Oh well.
Inject another dose.
CUT TO:

(Fall of the Western Space Elevator)
Door opens. Get up groggily. Stumble out-
INT. SPACE SHIP ORBITING MOON
ZEUS
Where is a phone.
View is blurry. Somebody points to a phone. Zeus walks to the phone. Zeus dials CIA friend's number.
PHONE
This number has been disabled after the attack on the CIA.
ZEUS
WHAT ATTACK?!
The recording does not respond.
ZEUS
Computer what happened to Langley CIA Headquarters?
PHONE
The CIA building was destroyed yesterday by a carpet bombing of Eastern Cruise missiles.
As a picture is shown.
ZEUS
Casualty lists. Search for Friend
(the CIA insider from earlier.)
PHONE
Confirmed deceased.
Zeus shifts his weight to lean against the wall-
ZEUS
GOD DAMMIT... FUCK-
Zeus slams the phone handle against the screen.
Zeus sits on the ground against the wall.
Zeus looks sad. Aries looks at the casualty list. Aries turns to the distressed Zeus-
ARIES
Get the fuck off the ground Soldier.
Zeus looks up still sad.

(Fall of the Western Space Elevator)
ARIES
We'll get our FUCKING REVENGE. Were being sent to war by the president.
ZEUS
What?
Zeus gets up.
ARIES
Official executive orders mandate all non-civilian personnel without otherwise orders to be reinstated into the military.
ARIES
I wasn't sleeping the whole time like you were. The crust of the Earth and all the planets are protected by mutual treaty so the war will be fought over the Moon.
ARIES
It won't be a nuclear torpedo onslaught because both sides have agreed on tritium fusion restrictions on all shells. Smaller units pack more firepower relative to their size so we are going to see small units as well as large ones.
ZEUS
So we are going to the moon?
ARIES
Hell Y-
CUT AFTER 5 FLASHES BETWEEN SCENES:

MOON BATTLE
INT. LARGE SPACE TRANSPORT
ARIES
-A!
Aries is in a STEX as a lieutenant Corneal.
Zeus is also in STEX as a sergeant. All 40 soldiers in the transport are in 4 vertical rows of 5 facing 5. All 40 including Aries are STEXed.
ARIES
OK soldiers were going to the surface.
Just then the shuttle detaches from the orbital moon station.
ARIES
I am lieutenant Corneal _____ your commanding officer. I was there defending the elevator station before it was destroyed and I was overthrowing the North Korean regime before any o you babies were born.
ARIES
As you all know our forces on the moon are being hard-pressed defending their territories. We are going to back up a Super BiMAV position, to drive the East back to their own artillery lines.
ARIES
I've never been on the moon nor has many of us but remember 3 things. Stay with the main group if you go astray you will die, remember your training sims.
SOLDIER
That was only two things.
ARIES
SHUT UP.

(1st Moon Battle)
SOLDIER 2
So that's the third one; shut up and take your orders.
ARIES
Exactly.
Aries looks out the lower window as the battle begins to come into focus.
ARIES
Our shuttle is landing in the vicinity of the ongoing battle because they need support right now, when we land get out of the shuttle and get to the front and don't be afraid to use this.
Aries holds up his rail assault riffle.
ARIES
Fusion on, safeties off, WE'SA LAND'IN.
Below the diamond floor you see space fighters blow up an open maglev rail line ferrying BiMAVs to the front.
The door opens.
SPC. SPACE ABOVE MOON AND WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
Cables all swing around to pull each and every soldier in the 40 man squadron out of the transport the instant it is over it's destination point. Camera dives centered on soldiers and transport until the transport begin to make a u-turn and exits the screen.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
This is subsky commander 1, I am moving you men into a flanking maneuver to protect sector 2819's SRN replication facility, we've routed 10,000 kg/min of carbon into that facility so it's pumped out Super BiMAVs that you men are going to pilot.
ARIES
Affirm that I see your squadron on visual, Autoengage retrorockets.
CUT TO:
Just above the surface to the unbroken open maglev surface(magnetic levitation road). 160 BiMAVs come zooming by.

(1st Moon Battle)
ARIES
I got mag lift.
All the soldiers are flying over the malev surface.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
I am accelerating you boys to land right at the factory, you've got 40 Super BiMAVs ready and waiting, with 120 drones under your command fresh out of the SRN factories.
Zeus's 40 STEX squadron go zooming over the battle being fought between the besieged Western forces and the besieging Eastern forces in the crater field below.
Suddenly the platoon of STEX are each shot towards respective Super BiMAVs. The STEX are rocketed feet first into the recipient tube to get transported to the operation center of the gigantic robot warrior which is randomly placed in the head and torso so that nobody know where to shoot to kill them.
SPC. MOON AND WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
Zeus goes to battle and begin fighting. Basically it works like this there is almost no sky support for the lunar combat. The back bone of the army is composed of All Terrain Mobile Artillery, ATMA, BiMAVs, and STEX. The enemy forces work in basically the same way.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
Alright people march those bad boys right into battle, we'll reinforce your position momentarily with drones.
Zeus and his men pile out of the doors, Zeus takes command of forward drones while his BiMAVs have not yet entered combat.
BiMAVs are blasting the fuck out of each other in all possible directions dispatched forces from western reinforcements are jumping in from all directions and large Eastern task forces are moving up on Western positions trying to get to the rail lines to cut them.
SKY COMMANDER
Sub sky commander 1 we need to keep those mag lines up if we are to move from this position once we secure it with reinforcements.
ARIES
Roger that commander my boys are in supers and we are on the way to intercept the Eastern legions.

(1st Moon Battle)
SKY COMMANDER
Sub sky commander 2 make sure that platoon is very well softened up.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 2
Affirm.
Zeus sees 2 super BiMAVs die as volleys tumble from the enemy artillery.
ARIES
Cannons up people.
The Western forces pound enemy BiMAVs with cannons until they stop moving
DYING WESTERN SOLDIER
ARTILLLERYYYY,,,asdffsd!!!!!!!!!
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
GET VOLLEYS ON THAT STRONG POINT
IMMEDIATELY!!!!!
Artillery pummels the position.
After the task force is pulverized-
ARIES
Sky Commander, Area secure.
ARIES
Our first prisoners, joy. Cut the BiMAV's arms and legs off and throw them in a pile over there, ultra BiMAVs are coming up to eat them now.
ARIES
We consume the matter and use it in either new BiMAVs or to expand the ultra BiMAV eating them.
ARIES
The humans inside will be encased in STEX and assembled in small BiMAV guards to take them back to friendly lines where they can be dealt with in POW camps.
SKY COMMANDER
Aries you lead these Drone Legion to reinforce our front, move North until you reach this crater then move in the shadows to the other side and wait for my order.

(1st Moon Battle)
ARIES
Wait for us we'll be there when you need us.
SKY COMMANDER
You'd better be.
ARIES
tsshh
Move in secrecy up over the crater lip and move around almost a half click or a quarter of the radius to just below the crater lip(peak ring of the crater) on the inside of the crater.
ARIES
We are in position.
SKY COMMANDER
Hold on, watch.
See on all of display the following:
Sky Command Center main screen shows the superior Western numbers converging on the thin Eastern line and expanding outwards in both directions.
A Eastern task force of them forms up in retreat and then runs up from their crater onto the surface just near where Aries's Legion is waiting. The task force decides to jump over the Legions shadowy hiding place.
SKY COMMANDER
FIRE!!!
Show Drones jumping above Zeus head. Begin to slaughter them with tons of plasma.
Zeus sees interface based tracers from above coming from where the western front line is pushing the task force.
A couple Eastern BiMAVs are pushed over by the Western fire, as Zeus begins shooting up at the ledge to fire at the holding forces.
APOLLO
KILL THEM ALL, CHARGE!!!
The western BiMAVs plow through the Eastern warriors and jump over Zeus's position.
ARIES
Nice to see ya Apollo.

(1st Moon Battle)
APOLLO
Roger that we'll need your fresh legion to flank the next position. Our fleet of Heavy BiMAVs are more like infantry.
ZEUS
And I guess our Supers are Cavalry.
APOLLO
Right-o your quicker and more mobile, keep your Heavy BiMAVs in your banks until you really need em.
SKY COMMANDER
I see up ahead there is an artillery position the East is evacuating by BiMAV, your Cavalry legion can intercept their forces and then take care of the BiMAV reinforcements. Apollo see to it that you converge on the BiMAV reinforcements as the Cavalry does. Dock all STEX and miniBiMAVs.
APOLLO
You heard the man increase speed by
SKY COMMANDER
Things look nice and tidy on this front, sky commanders 56-63 take charge of this matter.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
Um they're going to hit you with a volley of artillery shells in a few seconds recommend spreading out greatly.
Zeus's platoon spreads out over the rocky terrain still spreading out until they are a spread out over a kilometer.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 2
Good spread out over their position, the enemy Artillery division's personal are all running back to enemy lines, kill them.
RANDOM SOLDIER
They are still shooting at us though.

(1st Moon Battle)
SUB SKY COMMANDER 2
Their artillery is set to auto targeting right now.
RANDOM SOLDIER
Oh.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
Form up into a 'C' with an opening at this location, Apollo form the 'C', Aries pull your forces around to encircle and destroy from the opening in the 'C'. As you converge on their strong point unload all the way down to mini-BiMAVs
Rapidly show the positioning from Sub Sky Commander 1's interface.
APOLLO
Here they come. PULL THE TRAP.
All the BiMAVs come firing at the 3 legions(each legion is 20 Super BiMAVs) of enemy BiMAVs as Aries's BiMAVs come jumping over lines and coming in from the rear to seal the escape route and put pressure on their flank.
Zeus fights a few of the last that try and break through the blockade.
After they are all dead.
SKY COMMANDER
Good job taking out that position now I need your squadron to move forward to just out of range out of Eastern Artillery power, it seems the East was just buying time to set up a network of nested defenses. We thought we had them on the run, doesn't look like that now.
SKY COMMANDER
Sub commander 17-20 set up artillery in a semicircle below and some reserve artillery below the semicircle. They will know about the semicircle but not the reserves.
SKY COMMANDER
Leave 20% of our infantry BiMAV army around artillery positions to back up any retreat.

(1st Moon Battle)
Show screen split between 24 artillery nodes as boxes with upside down pyramids pointing on a map showing them all located in a semicircle behind where the West is setting up their front lines. Show 16 nodes below the bottom of the semicircle, these are the reserve artillery.
SKY COMMANDER
Remember these rear forces are to be called on as reinforcements and to intercept any forces that might have broken through, we will send all newly produced BiMAVs to rear mech positions.
SKY COMMANDER
Hold from getting anywhere near their artillery until we have amassed on the front enough strength to slam through into their territories. First we have to deplete their assault forces by our artillery.
SKY COMMANDER
Apollo dispose of the strong point ahead, clear the forward BiMAV guards and hit it from distance to stay out of range of their artillery line, well get some cannons set in place to finish the job.
APOLLO
Alright people we are moving up to the front line, where it seems that we've got to charge their strong point, all STEX and mini-BiMAVs return immediately to transport BiMAVs, we only need BiMAVs for this charge.
APOLLO
Step formation, Small BiMAVs in front, followed by Medium, then heavies, then supers. We are forming into an ideal line for pounding and charging.
Zeus charges forward firing at the defending robots, half destroying them on the charge, and half destroying them from close range plasma, finishing them off.
APOLLO
Fire upon artillery units.

(1st Moon Battle)
SKY LIEUTENANT
Sky commander perhaps we should deploy our mini drones to swarm the artillery position ahead.
SKY COMMANDER
Negative that, we are getting artillery set up as we speak, a small volley should be coming down on them shortly.
SKY SUB COMMANDER 1
Eastern forces coming out of crater now attacking towards Apollo's task force.
APOLLO
Stand tall men, we are holding this line. Sky commander can you back us up with some reinforcements.
SKY COMMANDER
Sending 4 legions, they'll be there in time, I'd send more but we gotta keep our rear defensive nodes strong.
APOLLO
Unpack all STEX and mini-BiMAV drones. Form a shoulder to shoulder stepped line except for heavy BiMAVS which will stay rear and come in fast to bolster any part of the line which would be wavering.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 3
Here they come.
APOLLO
All units fire at will.
Watch as BiMAV fire pounds the advancing horde of medium BiMAVs. They are now being fired upon by the Eastern BiMAV line, and kills many of the front troops who are being concentrated on.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 3
Sky Commander enemy BiMAVs forming up into a tight V formation.
APOLLO
I see their formation they are going to break through.

(1st Moon Battle)
SKY COMMANDER
Most certainly, Aries, form a semi- circle around our flank and ready to pour BiMAVs onto the tip of the V formation
APOLLO
Should I part our formation to let their V in.
SKY COMMANDER
Yes and then pull some of your medium BiMAVs in the region to flank and fully enclose them with the Heavies.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 3
I see their primary force it's of entirely of Super-BiMAVs around 2 to 1 against your numbers overall, considering heavier weight 4 to 1.
SKY COMMANDER
The legions are coming soon to put that back to 3 us 2 them.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 3
Actually the enemy have more lights and heavies behind the Supers, I assume all of them are packed with minis.
SKY COMMANDER
I don't care 3.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 3
BUT sir they are going to break through we have to send more in.
SKY COMMANDER
Shut the hell up 3 I know what I'm doing.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 3
Whatever.
SKY COMMANDER
Supreme Space Admiral how fares our fleet.

(1st Moon Battle)
SUPREME WESTERN SPACE ADMIRAL
We are preparing for an all out offensive push, but we won't be able to provide you with any support, but trust me they won't have any support either.
SKY COMMANDER
We are fine right now but we might need some later.
SUPREME WESTERN SPACE ADMIRAL
Call if you need a couple critical targets taken out.
SKY COMMANDER
I am sure it will come to that. Talk to you then.
SKY COMMANDER
Lunar factory management I need some Ultras, tons of supers, and 15% medium, 15% light, we've got enough artillery for now but if we start to fall back send Artilleries up the rail train, to strong crater positions.
LUNAR FACTORY COMMANDER
We are extending rail lines directly to your most forward position.
SKY COMMANDER
Just keep on building it further and further, trust me.
LUNAR FACTORY COMMANDER
But what bout our front line we'll hit it soon?
SKY COMMANDER
When you get the the front with that rail line we'll be moving the front forward.
LUNAR FACTORY COMMANDER
Alright.
CUT BACK IN TIME TO:
The V formation is nearing the lines and although heavily damaged, it is still strong as ever.

(1st Moon Battle)
APOLLO
PART NOW!!!!
The BiMAVs move out of the way to let the V formation pass.
APOLLO
As they leave pinch on their flank and designated warriors follow in pursuit.
Aries comes charging in firing pounding the newly arriving enemy BiMAVs as the enemy BiMAVs spread out to cut down the front lines.
APOLLO
Reform lines to suppress V infiltration.
LIEUTENANT
What do we do.
APOLLO
Converge on the tip of the V.
ARIES
They are breaking the front line, we're fighting the lights and heavies now, it's too god damn thick we have to pull back.
REINFORCEMENT LEADER
legions come'n to back your ass up, where to!?
SKY COMMANDER
Split up and guard the artillery on both sides of the battle.
Sky Commander designates them to be grouped in clusters around the artillery nodes shaped in a semicircle.
APOLLO
Where are the extra reinforcements nothing is on the way.
SKY COMMANDER
That's right we should be able to hold these bogies.
SKY COMMANDER 3
Negative sky commander we have visual on 17 more enemy legions coming towards your so called front line.

(1st Moon Battle)
APOLLO
WITH ALL DUE RESPECT SIR WE NEED TO
BACK THIS LINE UP OR WE ARE GOING
TO DIE!!!
SKY COMMANDER
Negative we are not reinforcing the front at this time.
APOLLO
WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING ON HERE.
SKY COMMANDER
You're a pawn now follow god damn orders, and sit tight and wait till my command to retreat with all medium and above BiMAVs.
APOLLO
I can see a fucking horde on the horizon, WE HAVE TO EVAC TO FORWARD
ARTILLERY.
SKY COMMANDER
Evac all humans from the front line. Have remaining drones fall back to cover the retreat.
SKY COMMANDER
Sub 4 send 6 fresh legions to harass pursuing Eastern BiMAV front to draw their fire away from our artillery equipment, force them to follow you, but leave enough units to keep them from taking our precious forward artillery system.

HALF OF 1ST MOON BATTLE
BiMAVs on the field of battle are running backwards as they shoot. The entire Eastern horde follows them abandoning the drones that are still fighting.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 4
What if they just converge on the 6 legions.
SKY COMMANDER
Then we pound the fuck out of them with artillery.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 4
Forming up Legions into a formidable front recommend initiation of artillery barrage.
SKY COMMANDER
Artillery its time to show these bastards what they've just walked into, fire forward Artillery.
For the next sequence the Eastern forces get torn up by artillery.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 4
Commander our legions aren't going to hold out much longer against the Eastern horde.
APOLLO
Should I support the 6 legions or fall back to artilllery defense nodes.
legions is the forward fighters that Apollo just evacuated from.
SKY COMMANDER
Send to the 6 legions all nonpersonnel carrying BiMAVs. The rest of you reconnoiter with the reinforcements.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 4
Roger that. All humans away.

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
SKY COMMANDER
I am giving to both Apollo, Aries, quarter 3, and quarter 4, 20 legions of BiMAVs each.
The reinforcements are coming up from the bottom of the semicircle of artillery positions where the road is about to get to.
SKY COMMANDER
Artillery target all cannons on carpeting the enemy clusters on the battlefield. Try to target away from our remaining strong regions. Sub 5-20 oversee.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 4
Their forward forces are spreading out and beginning to pursue our evacing personnel.
LEGION LEADER
Form a loose BiMAV screen with all drones.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 4
They are forming up in a V to break formation.
SKY COMMANDER
CONCENTRATE ALL ARTILLERY UPON THAT V.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 4
They are loosening formation,
LEGION LEADER
TIGHTEN DRONE FORMATION.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 4
Wait now they're forming up to break through. They are splitting up and around. THEY ARE FLANKING US.
LEGION LEADER
CHARGE!!
The 80 legions of BiMAVs reinforcements charge forward firing at enemy BiMAVs. A few BiMAVs run through while the spearhead of the enemy horde is converged upon and is fully surrounded by the reinforcements and the drone screen.

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
SKY COMMANDER
Quarter 3 send out 8 legions of drones to put up a final front against the other BiMAVs which are chasing our retreating personnel.
SKY COMMANDER
By the time the legions meet them they will be in range. Let's let these guys to flow their horde right into the gullet of the rear artillery range.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
They are getting artillery in range of the core battle.
SKY COMMANDER
We can't have their artillery so close, Apollo send 10 legions to destroy it. What about further out?
SUB SKY COMMANDER 9
They are setting up the next front line supporting even more artillery, should be fully operational in 10 minutes.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
The 8 forward reinforcement legions are about to perish and the other drones in the region are almost completely dead.
SKY COMMANDER
Let them fight to the end continue bombarding that battlefield.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
The enemy horde just out of their artillery range is spread out and assembling into a loosely formed line in preparation to charge our legions. They are being hit hard by artillery though.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 4
The forces that charged deep into our territory are being mopped up.
SKY COMMANDER
Good have the ultras eat them up.

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
SKY COMMANDER
have reinforcements be directed immediately into battle.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
They have begun their charge.
SKY COMMANDER
Apollo, Aries, quarter 3, and quarter 4 ready to counter charge all oncoming divisions.
The Easter forces begin to form into a line just out of range of the Western Artillery positions.
The 80 legions are just a ways up from the reserve artillery.
CUT FORWARD IN TIME TO:
SKY COMMANDER
They are charging right into the trap fire reserve artillery!
A group of artillery at the bottom of the semicircle decimates the oncoming Eastern horde on top of the decimation of the semicircle. The Eastern BiMAVs continue charging. The Western swarm immediately breaks through loosely formed lines, and pushes many of the surviving inward(close to the bottom of the semicircle of artillery) Eastern forces into an all out retreat, while other pockets stay to fight and become encircled and pummeled by Western heavies and artillery.
SKY COMMANDER
All forces cease guarding artillery nodes, attack retreating forces, and don't stop charging till you reach the edge of their old artillery power.
LIEUTENANT
They've got a few forward tanks raining fire close in.
SKY COMMANDER
Shit, who's in charge of watching over their new line.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 9
I am.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 8
We are sir.

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
SUB SKY COMMANDER 9
They have begun sporadic artillery fire from some of the tanks and are setting up permanent defenses and cannons that should be operational in a few minutes.
SKY COMMANDER
Have the 8 forward reinforcement legions brave the fire while they close in on the tanks while some of the heavies and supers catch up on their position.
SKY COMMANDER
Form up on the line.
APOLLO
We're almost there, people at the back of the pack double time it and form up on our rear end.
SKY COMMANDER
All units spread out to 100M spacing. Apollo hold behind the line.
Apollo neatly lines his units exactly behind the lighter BiMAVs waiting at the front out of range of the 3 nested artillery lines.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
(looks at screen and begins to turn around to commander)
SIR!!! Heavy Bombardment from forward artillery positions recommend retreat 2 clicks back range and set up Artillery there.
SKY COMMANDER
Negative we are not falling back.
APOLLO
Then what are we going to do. WE'RE
GETTING FUCKING TORN UP OUT HERE!
SKY COMMANDER
We are going to charge their lines and break every artillery position from here to Mos Eisly.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
THERE ARE 3 LINES OF NESTED
ARTILLERY!!?

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
SKY COMMANDER
Exactly their artillery is spread over 3 lines. It is spread thin.
APOLLO
Then there is no time to waste we must all charge spread out and converge on their lines as we meet them.
SKY COMMANDER
Yes we must!! .. .. ALL UNITS
(Fist clenched facing forward)
CHAAAAAAARRRGE!!!!
The entire Horde of robots begins to Stampede towards the on firing artillery.
CHOROUS OF MEN AND A FEW WOMEN
CHAAAAAAARRRGE!!!!
The Eastern 0th line of partially set up artillery begin clashing forming up into tight groups confronting an enemy position which begins to converge on them.
SKY COMMANDER
Space Admiral can you provide us with sporadic bombardment on clusters of enemy BiMAVs?
SUPREME WESTERN SPACE ADMIRAL
Positive I'll just throw you priorities but don't take more than of our power.
SKY COMMANDER
No more than 15% just a lil shake and bake here and there.
Sky commander touches Eastern groups which get decimated and surrounding troops begin to split up into small schools and scatter in retreat.
All the groups have been decimated.
SUPREME WESTERN SPACE ADMIRAL
Careful your coming up over 40%.
SKY COMMANDER
Yeah but I'll be good for a lil while, while we chase these bots down to their doom or more enemy clustered reinforcements.

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
SUPREME WESTERN SPACE ADMIRAL
Tell me if you need a little laser support I've got a tiny bit of energy in reserves to spare.
APOLLO
Now'd be good!!
A huge red laser hits Apollo's receiving site and he received all the energy and now transmits it to all soldiers who use it to slice through enemy BiMAVs with red lasers shown because of the interface.
The Western forces are now penetrating beyond the First line and are dumping plasma on the next line of artillery from a distance.
CUT TO:
APOLLO
TONS OF IT THE EASTERN FLEET IS
BOMBING THE FUCK OUT OF US!!!!
SKY COMMANDER
Aries lead your remaining concentrations of men to take out the rest of the 2nd line of artillery positions.
SKY COMMANDER
Apollo continue the chase for as long as you see fit.
APOLLO
Shit they are forming up a fourth artillery position.
SKY COMMANDER
Take it out, Other Quareter leaders quickly break their lines and take out the 3rd and final nested line of artillery.
LUNAR FACTORY COMMANDER
I suppose this is where I come in.
SKY COMMANDER
Yes?
LUNAR FACTORY COMMANDER
The train is at the front of the battle field already and there are fresh legions marching full steam to the front as we speak.

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
SKY COMMANDER
Right take them directly to the fighting, and take the train straight into enemy lines till your being shot at.
LUNAR FACTORY COMMANDER
Right got to get the men to the top, I'll make sure of it.
SKY COMMANDER
Good.
Show rapid sequence of 2nd and 3rd line being taken down.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
and 3rd line cleaned up sir.
APOLLO
We've destroyed most of the 4th wave of Artillery but their reinforcements are charging from all directions.
SKY COMMANDER
PULL BACK Apollo, other quadrant leaders BACK HIM UP!!!
Show rapid sequence of retreat until-
The Entire Western front line comes together as-
APOLLO
All UNITS TURN AND CHARGE!
The entire line strikes the inferior Eastern numbers, surrounding them and firing upon them.
The same artillery from space is coming down from both directions with some auxiliary artillery from Eastern ground positions nearby.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
Shit more ground to ground artillery.

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
SKY COMMANDER
Keep at the ground battle, we have legions coming in they'll take the battle as you begin to set yourselves up as artillery positions and set up replication facilities to build castle fortifications to prevent against enemy charges then all of you will converge to become about 200 artillery cannons to set up a defended artillery node at your exact location.
Apollo kills one of the last of them.
APOLLO
Specilist BiMAV engineers how the fuck are we supposed to become artillery.
SPECILIST 1
Stand on each other's shoulders facing the same direction.
BiMAVs jump on top of each other and lock shoulders to heel of feet. Then when about 8 are arrayed the line falls over towards enemy lines and 2 BiMAVs catch the array. A support BiMAV sets a nanofactory up in the ground in between the first BiMAV's feet and bends 2 laterally flexible clips to each feet which begin to feed in artillery shells produced from the soil by the nanofactory.
The shells are shot through rail guns which run up erect legs and through shoulders to fire out the top BiMAV's arms. These apparatus points about 22 degrees above horizon. When it fires have camera follow shell until it tumbles into an enemy artillery cannon.
SKY COMMANDER
Damn these things are versatile.
SPECILIST 1
They sure are, we kept the designs completely secret so we could manufacture elite units in time of war.
SKY COMMANDER
I am glad I am on the right side.
SPECILIST 1
I think there is more to us fighting for the cause than just our better tech.

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
SKY COMMANDER
I know soldier we are fighting to protect the sanctity of our minds from a faction of unspeakable evil.
APOLLO
I know, we all watch the news.
Pause for 3 seconds.
APOLLO (CONT'D)
You know commanding is way more fun.
SKY COMMANDER
Don't worry Apollo your tasting of the thrill of war more than I am, I envy your youthful soul.
APOLLO
I'm sure your not envying me now though, I'm a frickin artillery cannon.
SKY COMMANDER
That you are boys and girls and you will be that way until we finish breaking this feeble enemy charge.
The last of the enemy BiMAVs have humans in them which bow down in surrender.
They are amputated and thrown together in a pile.
LUNAR FACTORY COMMANDER
Look sir you've seemed to stabilize your lines, request permission to devote at least %25 of production to expansion of production.
SKY COMMANDER
Look we're doing fine up here, shit devote 60% of our factory to making new factories, and don't forget to expand downwards too.
CUT TO:
SUPREME WESTERN SPACE ADMIRAL
Devote from 20% to 50% of production to expanding manufacturing capabilities, we have to expand over the entire Moon.

(2nd Half of 1st Moon Battle)
LUNAR FACTORY COMMANDER
That's a good idea we need to maintain our production dominance.
SUPREME WESTERN SPACE ADMIRAL
Exactly.
SKY COMMANDER
Then spend 40% on expanding manufacturing capabilities.
FADE OUT.

3rD HALF OF FIRST LUNAR BATTLE
UltrabImav piolt
Ultra BiMAV forming will be ready to scoop and consume that pile.
Cut to:
CAMERA FACING AT 60 DEGREE ANGLE 45 DEGREES LEFT FROM PATH BIMAVS ARE JUMPING.
Show a 1,000 Meter BiMAV slowly begin to get up.
Cut TO:
A side view of it walking not jumping very fast towards the pile.
The Ultra BiMAV transforms its arms into spoons and begins shoving the dead enemy BiMAVs to the top surface of its shoulders where laser heated grinders consume the matter. While this happens move camera close to the pile as camera is swung upwards yet still facing the pile until you see the first spoonings get dumped into the grinder.
As the Pile is consumed the BiMAv grows to 1,400 Meters.
Cut TO:
The command screen with camera pointed downwards directly on the command screen showing the 2 Ultra BiMAVs and the Super BiMAV forces moving forward in unison.
Western sky commander
Front Line 2 500 Meter Ultra BiMAVs spotted Retreat immediately to our Ultra Which will take them out!
Cut to:
Scrolling Side View of Retreating Front Line.
Apollo
Pack in STEX and BiMAVs in Supers and leave the Drones behind.
Front line packs in and retreats. The enemy Super BiMAVs chop up and consume the few stragglers.
Pan Camera to show Western Ultra. Swing Camera around to show Back of Ultra fly carmera into Ultra. Show Back View of Pilot as he uses bladed arms to blow the arms off one of the approaching BiMAVs.
Cut to:
Sideways dual blade swing cuts that ultra into 3. The Ultra directly behind it is now lunging and swinging. Western Ultra BiMAV cuts its arms of swining dually and downards. Western Ultra BiMAV cuts knees then just below the groin then at the stomach then at the head.
The Ultra consumes the sections of both enemy Ultra BiMAVs and the West has mostly won against the enemy Super BiMAVs.
Heavy BiMAVs jump into the now standing Western Ultra BiMAV and come out super. The Ultra grows to 1,500 Meters.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Its clear walking, the Eastern Fleet is retreating back to their production block, the next battle will probibly be just in front of that point cause you're marching there.
The Ultra is Finished at 1,600 Meters it begins walking with the spread out front line getting closer to that point.
Lunar factory commander
Sky Commander if you drop in train rails from space we can get there almost instantaneously.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Computer? How much Mass?
Computer
1.3% of the Fleet.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Do it.
The Rails come down from space where a part in the BiMAVs are and now the entier army combined with a 1/3 total army boost of reinforcements is flying towards Eastern lines.
Sub sky commander 1
Sir We Don't KNOW IN THAT HORNETS NEST we should plant and expand well outside of their potential artillery line where thier production block starts.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
I have faith that this will succeed in capturing part of their production grid.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 2
I agree with the Commander.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 3
I don't we may be hitting them by suprise perhapse we should try another location, I mean they could be anticipating us.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Can we lay more Rails at a 45 degree angle.
COMPUTER
0.6 percent.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Do IT!!
The Rails are laid at about 50 degrees and the army moves along that Rail.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 3
I still think it could be a trap we should fall back and hold ground.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Negative they should be scrambling to get their defences figured out.
Supreme western space admiral
Sir they could have massive amounts of underground logistics taking Artillery to your position.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
That is a risk I am willing to take for the sake of an opportunity to break their production block.
SUPREME WESTERN SPACE ADMIRAL
Its your call, you'll have pleanty of space artillery support just hope it is not pure artillery.
Cut to:
Apollo in the Ultra BiMAV.
APOLLO
End of Rail approaching all's silent.
The entire Army Flies into a loose formation and is charging the 100 Meter wall which only Super BiMAVs can get over.
Cut to:
Down and Back shot of the command screen and the sky commander.
Horizontal Bays open up and Artillery launches from everywhere.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Nooooooooooooooo!
Cut to:
LUNAR SURVIVAL
Spc. Moon far into eastern territory and int. Western sky command center
Boom the tank next to Zeus is destroyed, 4 more artillery shells land near by devastating the troops. The Lieutenant of the division immediately calls sky command-

WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Sky, We're taking shells like crazy where the hell are they coming from?
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (VO)
Checking Intel, can't figure it out, I'm sending a scout now. Seek shelter immediately, there is an old underground facility near by. Shed BiMAVs until you are STEX so you fit through the door.
Says the sky subcommander, as he points out its location.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (VO) (CONT'D)
Its lightly guarded, and has only 2 heavy BiMAVs nearby, jump to that position.
WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Yes subcommander.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (VO)
I'll check up on the location of the artillery.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (VO)
All troops evacuate all non-BiMAV vehicles and begin jumping towards the target, it is the last Artillery position before the Eastern superline, we will plan and coordinate the attack as we near it.
INT. OLD LUNAR FACILITY
Zeus helps assault the old facility. The facility is empty. Once Zeus gets deep inside.
CUT TO:

(Lunar Survival)
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (ONE-WAY,VO)
Aim the rail launcher in their facility towards the crater. Begin firing moon rocks at the crater in 5 minutes.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (ONE-WAY,VO)
When we signal begin launching individual men at the crater from our calculations the peek gee force is only about 9 so it should be pretty safe.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (ONE-WAY,VO)
Program all of the containers for a soft landing. We will begin clashing the fleet with theirs so they will cease wasting their energy shooting down harmless moon rocks.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (ONE-WAY,VO)
Once they stop shooting the containers down, launch your people. Wait until all personnel have arrived or until the surprise is over before you engage.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (ONE-WAY,VO)
Take over their artillery as quickly as possible and use it to destroy their line. Our line will push through and rendezvous with you once the line reaches the crater.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (ONE-WAY,VO)
You are to guard and protect the crater until our line arrives. Any personnel involved in this mission will be given at least 1 months shore leave once shuttles become available.
WESTERN SKY COMMANDER (TEXT)
End of communication.
Show 2 parallel rail launchers with the heavy containers on them. The containers are massed and the mass quantity is shown in green above the apparatus. The containers are launched at very high velocities.
They are steered a little to the right before they exit. They fly high above the lunar terrain as they reach the peak of their parabolic paths.

(Lunar Survival)
One of them is hit by a shell and explodes.
FADE QUICKLY TO:
INT. EASTERN SPACE COMMAND CENTER
Little red dots on the command screen as a green tracer approaches the other container on the Eastern Commander's view screen. 2 more red dots appear on the screen as 2 more containers leave their rail launchers.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Hey Persephone, what the hell are they launching and why?
PERSEPHONE
Appears to be a diversion to delay our attack, they just want to occupy as much of our energy as possible.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Hey the western fleet is advancing. I can't spend our energy on these god damn containers, I need every cannon I can use.
PERSEPHONE
Alright lets let one through and see what it is.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Ok, Mr. Container you are going to live.
CUT TO:
SPC. CRATER WHERE EASTERN ARTILLERY IS
Show 8 Eastern troops investigating a container. One of them opens it up as the others aim their guns. He sticks his hand in and pulls out space dust.
RANDOM SOLDIER
Nothing but rock sir.
EASTERN LIEUTENANT
Sky command It was a diversion just as you said it was just a load of harmless moon rock.
CUT TO:

(Lunar Survival)
INT. EASTERN SPACE COMMAND CENTER
SUBCOMMANDER
OK I am not going to shoot anymore of those down, you should still probably investigate them though.
EASTERN LIEUTENANT
Ok sir.
CUT TO:
INT. OLD LUNAR FACILITY RAIL LAUNCH CENTER
Zeus is standing there, his backpack on the ground in a pile with the others. They could not fit without the backpack.
ARIES
OK boogies are not being shot down again. We can eject people now. I'll stay behind to launch y'all.
Zeus climbs in, it is a very tight fit.
ARIES
Damn this thing is small, there is no way you could fit in with the backpack.
ZEUS
Yeah sucks for us doesn't it-
They close and lock the door. Zeus is very cramped. Zeus is looking at his heads up display while it shows the positions of enemy troops and artillery in the area.
As Zeus is being accelerated he starts to black out but soon he recovers. The sound of rockets fills the pod as it softens Zeus's landing. Zeus lands and waits.
Zeus watches in his STEX view what should be happening with the other pods, and about a minute later after 18 pods have landed Zeus is ordered to get out.
Zeus gets out and look at the enemy positions through Zeus's gun scope. They see Zeus after almost all of the pods have arrived.
ZEUS
Our cover is blown. Begin firing!
CUT TO:

(Lunar Survival)
INT. EASTERN SPACE COMMAND CENTER
Camera is facing Persephone's back so we see only her screen.
RANDOM EASTERN SOLDIER
Sky commander, those pods are full of marines!
PERSEPHONE
Well they stopped firing the pods. I can take out the last two.
RANDOM EASTERN SOLDIER
Thank you SIR!!!
CUT TO:
SPC. CRATER WHERE EASTERN ARTILLERY IS
Zeus snipes as many of the bastards as possible and begin taking over artillery and putting them in Western command. After Zeus's forces captures 3 artillery vehicles.
CUT TO:
PERSEPHONE
Hello Colonel _______, how come they are taking your positions. COLONEL... FUCK! If you are still in the crater destroy as many of our artillery as possible do not let it get into their hands.
The East destroys any artillery that gets taken over by soldiers on the ground activating self destruct or Eastern space artillery.
CUT TO:
SPC. CRATER WHERE EASTERN ARTILLERY IS
Zeus's artillery is being destroyed.
ZEUS
Shit! Command why aren't our forces protecting the artillery.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 12
Because the East put pressure on our fleet and drove us back with lots of ground forces and space to ground artillery. By the way 7 heavy BiMAVs are headed your way.

(Lunar Survival)
ZEUS
We cannot take out those heavies. We have to retreat over the crater.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
But our orders were to make it over the line.
ZEUS
Yeah, we were supposed to use the artillery to destroy their line, which would make that a lot easier, but being that they've got 7, I
REPEAT 7 BIMAVS COMING OVER THE LIP
OF THE CRATER WITHIN THE NEXT
MINUTE. I suggest WE PULL BACK further into EASTERN territory.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Fine ALL FORCES PULL BACK OVER THE
LIP OF THE CRATER ON THE DOUBLE.
ZEUS
Thank you. No more radio messaging. We need to go stealth from now on. We are now officially behind enemy lines. Lieutenant don't you agree?
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Yes Infrared only, turn off active radio transmitters.
CUT TO:
SPC. RANDOM PLACE ON THE MOON 1
MOON 5F
Could we surrender?
ZEUS
Hell no I do not want to become part of SOME GOD DAMN MIND CONTROL
STATE!
MOON 5F
Alright, alright, we fight to the death.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Ok people we need to find a break in the front line. Anybody got any ideas, we can't have our positions known to the enemy so we can't communicate with command.

(Lunar Survival)
ZEUS
I have an Idea!
The lieutenant perks up.
ZEUS
Why don't we not try to get past an impenetrable line and find a shuttle. We could get to orbit without anybody noticing and probably sneak past their space defenses, since it will be one of theirs.
The lieutenant sits there in thought.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Good thinking, lets brainstorm about where we could grab a shuttle.
Map shows up, computer scans map looking at important points, and stuff like that.
ZEUS
Alright I have a possible plan mapped out. First I would like to say that the first time we assault a large facility nearer to a city we either get out into space or die trying.
ZEUS
We have 1 opportunity to succeed, otherwise we lose. We will soon need oxygen since we lost our backpacks and that refinment outpost over there looks perfect.
ZEUS
We can relay our plan to command there and get intel updates and good advice. We have to be gone within the hour before they recapture it.
ZEUS
We can make our way along these outposts until we reach the star port of New Kyoto.
MOON 1M
Hold on a second if we break radio silence at the outpost won't they track us.

(Lunar Survival)
ZEUS
Come on Tonto think things through they are going to notice the raided outpost anyways.
MOON 1M
Oh right.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Sounds good. Lets make a move on it there is no reason to sit around waiting, And there are still a few BiMAVs following behind us.
ZEUS
No they are not, the East is moving up the frontier, they are not going to waste 7 perfectly good BiMAVs on a wild goose chase to find us. They have probably sent out memos to these outposts but that's about it.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
What makes you think we are so insignificant to them?
ZEUS
We are 23, with low oxygen and no armored vehicles .. But we will be significant.
Zeus follows the compass towards the first outpost.
SPC. MOON AROUND 1ST LUNAR OUTPOST
As the group get closer to the outpost Zeus starts to jump lower and lower until Zeus and his men are walking.
The Lieutenant orders the attack on the outpost.
Zeus goes inside to cleanse it.
INT. 1ST LUNAR OUTPOST
Zeus sees a male lieutenant having sex with a female colonel. The lieutenant reaches for his gun. Zeus shoots him.
Zeus beats her and captures her.
Zeus takes her (cuffed and slightly bruised) out to the moon buggy (connected to the small building.) Zeus loads all the O2 canisters in the outpost into it.

(Lunar Survival)
ZEUS
We'd better switch out our weapons for Eastern riffles, we'll have plenty of ammo.
MOON 1M
Ok come on Moon 4M, Moon 2M, and Moon 5F let's get that.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
I'm more worried about oxygen.
ZEUS
Already taken care of.
Zeus goes in, finds, and removes the tracking beacon out of the buggy. Zeus walks through the air lock membrane.
SPC. MOON AROUND 1ST LUNAR OUTPOST
Zeus start talking to the Lieutenant.
ZEUS
Did you contact command?
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Yeah they should be updating our orders shortly.
ZEUS
Good have all of the materials taken inside that building, I found a Dune buggy.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
What about the tracking system-
ZEUS
Already taken care of.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Good, people load everything in the dune buggy of this building.
New Western Lieutenant says as he points on the map.
Soldiers load things onto the buggy. Zeus and New Western Lieutenant get into the buggy.
INT. MOON BUGGY
The lieutenant takes off his helmet. Zeus opens up his entire suit while all of this is occurring.

TORTURING A COLONEL
REBECCA
Yes.
Rebecca is bound at the arms and ankles by super duck tape.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
If you give me the code now I won't hurt you and you will be our prisoner until we find a suitable place to dump you.
REBECCA
You'd dump me in the middle of nowhere with no oxygen.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
No, you have my word, that will not happen if you help us. I would never see that through.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
The code... The code... come on only 8 characters... GIVE ME THE
FUCKING CODE!
New Western Lieutenant backhands her. She moves her head back slowly and glares at him. New Western Lieutenant moves his hand back in the air ready to hit her again. Zeus grabs his hand while it is still up high.
ZEUS
No, I think this would be my specialty, if you please, would you let me try.
The lieutenant looks over still enraged and says-
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
You know, your right, this is your bag CIA operative.
As he calms down. The lieutenant puts his helmet back on and walks out the air lock membrane.
Zeus is in his shroud. Zeus sits down next to the woman on the pseudo leather booth, propped against the wall.

(Torturing a Colonel)
Zeus very kindly and smoothly runs his right hand up Rebecca's arm and gently strokes her cheek as he moves his left hand to the other cheek and moves in to kiss her gently. Rebecca moves her head quickly to the side. Zeus moves back slowly sliding his right hand lightly on her neck. Zeus whispers to Rebecca-
ZEUS
Rebecca... I hate to say it but if you don't give us the password, then we are going to die, you definitely will, and you are not going to have a very fun time until you die.
ZEUS
If you do give us the 8 characters you will be treated respectfully until we can send you on your way, in about a day.
ZEUS
You have my word. Now please tell me the code, I do not want to interrogate you.
REBECCA
I'm sorry but I will never give you any code or any other information.
Zeus begins cutting open her shroud from the neck down.
REBECCA
What the fuck are you doing.
ZEUS
You have to be naked for the interrogation.
REBECCA
What torture!?
ZEUS
No rape.
REBECCA
WHAT!!? YOU WOULDN'T!! YOU PIG.
ZEUS
I am just doing my job as CIA and protecting my life.
Zeus takes his dick out and puts it in her.

(Torturing a Colonel)
She closes her eyes and speaks the only mantra which would help her.
REBECCA
This isn't happening,, this isn't happening, this isn't real. Oh NO it is real!
ZEUS
Yep it sure is baby.
Rebecca is screaming.
Zeus stops humping-
ZEUS
STOP SCREAMING!
says Zeus as he pauses.
She becomes silent.
ZEUS
That's better.
Zeus starts humping and Rebecca starts screaming again. Zeus gets duck tapes and tapes her mouth up. When he is done fucking her she is lying naked on the seat with a couple of bruises. Zeus rips the tape off and says in a very nice tone-
ZEUS
Ready to talk.
REBECCA
I'll talk about how evil the West is.
ZEUS
So how are we evil when you are the ones that are living in a total mind control state.
REBECCA
It's a good thing we are able to play better virtual reality with our brains fully enveloped in the game. The mind control protects us from crazies who hack the systems to torture us.
ZEUS
Yeah right your just saying that because you are still brainwashed by mind control reinforced propaganda.

(Torturing a Colonel)
REBECCA
Damn strait but brainwashing is good in this instance.
Zeus circles his finger around his head-
ZEUS
Right brainwashing good.
REBECCA
We need to secure our virtual reality networks.
ZEUS
So your going to sacrifice your liberty to play games.
REBECCA
Yes your liberty but not your freedom.
ZEUS
Sacrificing freedom for liberty is a double think because liberty and freedom are the same thing.
REBECCA
Liberty is having free reign to do anything from committing crimes to nuclear terrorism. Freedom is being able to do what you want in society within reason. It is a double think but so is numerical integration.
ZEUS
It's just the limit as the variable approaches 0. Don't you know calculus.
REBECCA
YES I DO the double think is necessary to comprehend that the things that are being added up are zeros that each have value just as much as the infinity does.
ZEUS
That's complete irrational bullshit.
Zeus backhands her.
REBECCA
Irrational is just something that seems insane at first.

(Torturing a Colonel)
ZEUS
Well what you said is insane, 0 is 0 and infinity has no value.
REBECCA
If 0 were always 0 then how could it add up to a number in integration.
ZEUS
It's the limit as the variable approaches 0.
REBECCA
That is just making up a senseless notational extremity when 1 is not needed.
ZEUS
No it's used in a lot of things.
REBECCA
Ya when the numbers have values that aren't exactly that number.
ZEUS
What!?
REBECCA
Like there is a 0 difference to the number.
ZEUS
Again 0 that is not quite a 0 a double think, thus it's bullshit.
REBECCA
Whatever let's change the subject do you know about all the tortures that your faction has committed in the experiments on Eastern prisoners of war.
ZEUS
We just keep them isolated in complexes so they don't infect us with your mind control zombie cues. We only experiment on a way to cure them of what you saturated them with.

(Torturing a Colonel)
REBECCA
That's total bullshit our people are freer and happier then any humans have ever been. You only imprison us because we would infect your people with the truth of what our Zion protects.
ZEUS
Lies lies lies.
REBECCA
AND YOU FUCKING USE TORTUROUS EXPERIMENTS TO TURN US INTO mind control slaves.
ZEUS
That's that biggest load of lamb piss I ever heard. I've had enough of this crap.
ZEUS
Computer com Henry via infrared.
MOON 4M
Hello Zeus.
ZEUS
Hey could you get in here I need to continue to interrogate the prisoner.
MOON 4M
Huh. I don't know shit about interrogation why me?
ZEUS
You know what to do.
MOON 4M
What's that?
ZEUS
Whatever you want to do.
CUT TO:
SPC. RANDOM PLACE ON THE MOON 2
MOON 2M
Hey I'm done with the bitch, Moon I think you sir need a piece of this ass.

(Torturing a Colonel)
MOON 4M
I do my best for my country.
ZEUS
Be sure to beat her a bit and call her names she might eventually find some pleasure in the sex.
MOON 4M
Alright sir will do.
ZEUS
I'll be the 1 to play nice and just rape her kindly. When she is softened up my kindness will seem so sweet, she'll tell me everything she knows.
MOON 5F
WHAT THE FUCK, WHY ARE ALL RAPING
OUR FEMALE PRISONER!?
ZEUS
It's a form of torture for women, would you rather use a knife on her.
MOON 5F
No.
MOON 4M
Well don't argue when we are just trying to get some info.
MOON 5F
BUT IT'S WRONG.
MOON 4M
It's torture.
MOON 5F
but sir-
ZEUS
No buts, this encoded data could give us enough of the edge to win the war.
MOON 5F
Or just sway it back into stalemate.
ZEUS
Maybe, but I will fight till the end to stop their evil mind control state.

(Torturing a Colonel)
MOON 5F
Why did I have to be born before a war.
MOON 7M
Because your too much of a pussy.
MOON 1M
She needs to grow a dick and learn how to fight.
MOON 5F
I already have one thank you, ass.
MEN AND WOMEN
ewwwwww, ahahah.
ZEUS
heheh.
Zeus is reading through the captured unencoded data and find a personal email written to a lover. Zeus smiles as he open it. He reads through and sees that there is a shuttle bay at station ________.
ZEUS
Station __________, that's just 100 clicks away. Finally a shuttle bay.
CUT TO:
INT. BUGGY
Rebecca has gotten beyond crying, is bruised all over and is taped to the leather bench. She is really out of it for prolonged sleep depravation, Zeus shake her awake.
MOON 4M
Wake her.
ZEUS
WAKE UP.
REBECCA
Hey, don't tell me everyone has had their turn with me already.
ZEUS
Yeah we have, and perfect timing too we are getting out of here in a few days. And I am not going to risk my squadmates carrying your dead weight.

(Torturing a Colonel)
REBECCA
Just put me into a STEX and I'll come with you to the West.
ZEUS
Nice try sister, how about I kill you right here and right now for the codes, being nice seems to not be the answer.
Zeus puts chemical pistol to her head.
She smiles.
Zeus takes his trigger finger off the trigger.
ZEUS
If you don't pull the trigger to kill yourself. I will have to torture you with this knife and this salt. And I'll kill you after that anyways.
MOON 4M
I'LL MAKE SURE OF THAT.
Zeus smiles at Moon 4M.
While Zeus was turned she grabs the trigger and unhesitatingly pulls it.
ZEUS
The gun is not loaded.
REBECCA
NOOOOooooo!!!!!!!!!
Zeus takes the knife in hand. Zeus thinks for a second and then places the knife at the top of the pussy and begins to draw blood.
Rebecca looks angered and challenging.
Zeus looks meek and disgusted as he pushes the knife forward slicing her clit. Zeus takes the knife back and pours salt onto Rebecca's new wound.
REBECCA
AAAAAAAHhhhhhhhhhh yeah baby that feels hot. Do me some more.

(Torturing a Colonel)
ZEUS
Holy fuck, this woman is invincible, but it is just a matter of days with these people.
MOON 4M
No let's not begin cutting more, we've only got 2 hours.
REBECCA
I've only got 2 hours to live big boys, soon your going to have to catch a shuttle and leave my pretty and mutated corps behind. AND YOU
WON'T LEAVE WITH THE CODE.
ZEUS
Great you told her we only have 2 hours left you FUCKING IDIOT.
MOON 4M
Whoops.
ZEUS
Get the fuck out of here.
Zeus looks scorningly as he walks through the seal.
CUT TO:
Rebecca with cuts all over her body.
ZEUS
Your body will be good as new once you see a doctor.
Zeus begins rubbing her still bleeding pussy.
REBECCA
I know but aren't you going to kill me.
ZEUS
No I kinda like you, don't see to many super strong women these days.
REBECCA
These days?
ZEUS
Yeah what am I saying, your probably the strongest women that ever lived.

(Torturing a Colonel)
REBECCA
My wound still hurts you know.
ZEUS
Oh.
Zeus stops and licks the blood from his fingers.
REBECCA
Do I taste good?
ZEUS
hmm,,, I don't like the taste of blood. But maybe I will eat you out sometime in the future.
REBECCA
Fat chance.
ZEUS
I hope not, I hope that one day this war will be over, and that I will meet you under better circumstances.
REBECCA
What when your in a fucking torture chamber.
ZEUS
Well if that's your thing, hopefully us men haven't screwed you up too badly, that your addicted to that fetish.
REBECCA
Uhhhhh no, how about the opposite.
ZEUS
Cool, good to hear, cause I am not into that stuff either.
Zeus cuddles up to her body and begins to caress her lightly.
Rebecca begins to sigh with pleasure mixed with relief mixed with disgust.
Rebecca rests her head against Zeus's as she falls asleep, Zeus rests beside her.
CUT TO:
Zeus is watching the screen on the moon buggy.

(Torturing a Colonel)
SKY COMMANDER
We have pushed the East too far into their territory as they did to us.
SKY COMMANDER
We are losing the lunar ground and space battles but all is not lost, we have expanded our lunar refinement both vertically and horizontally so we may turn the East around in the future.
CUT TO:
SPC. MOON AROUND 2ND LUNAR OUTPOST
Zeus attacking small outpost. After killing 4 STEX who run out the air lock membrane.
ZEUS
Transmit the officer intel to command.
MOON 5F
I'll take one of those 2 BiMAVs
MOON 11F
I call the second one.
MOON 4M
That's not fair I want 1 of the big war robots.
ZEUS
She called it.
CUT TO:
INT. 2ND LUNAR OUTPOST
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
She didn't give us the codes we have to stay true to our word and murder her.
MOON 2M
Yeah let's kill the stupid bitch.
MOON 4M
I agree I'm sick of raping her.

(Torturing a Colonel)
ZEUS
No there is no reason to kill her if the East wins the war then we will get slammed with murder charges on top of being mind controlled.
MOON 2M
But we will win the war.
ZEUS
That's not for sure. Let's dump her in that building, and tape her to the floor so she can't contact anybody before someone finds her.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
We promised to kill her if she didn't give us the password. I keep my promises.
ZEUS
No you don't. Look she did nothing wrong she is just a damned MK slave, a loyal servant of her faction.
ZEUS
Calm down about this promises shit. The only reason why we said that is because otherwise she wouldn't take us seriously.
CUT TO:
INT. MOON BUGGY
Zeus comforts her. They look at each other almost lovingly, almost.
NEW WESTERN LIEUTENANT
Fine, if you let a woman get to you that easily that's alright, it's not my prerogative.
Zeus puts her in a STEX which he customized to keep her body locked in place.
Zeus takes her out of the moon buggy.
SPC. MOON AROUND 2ND LUNAR OUTPOST
Zeus carriers her into the 2nd Lunar Outpost.

(Torturing a Colonel)
INT. 2ND LUNAR OUTPOST
Zeus lays her down on the bed inside the building. And remove her locked suit.
REBECCA
Why?
ZEUS
Why what? Letting you live?
REBECCA
Yes.
ZEUS
What a waste, you're perfect, so strong and so beautiful, and smart too except for the double think bullshit.
REBECCA
Do you love me?
ZEUS
No, but I'll look you up when the war is over we'll hang out.
REBECCA
Remember what I told you about the East.
ZEUS
I will, I love remembering bullshit.
Zeus waves slowly as he walks through the seal. She is already falling asleep.
CUT TO:
SPC. MOON AROUND LUNAR COMPOUND 1
Zeus leads them into battle to capture the shuttle from the small space port.
MOON 5F
AHHHHHHH-
One of the 2 BiMAVs from Zeus's group has just captured is fried.
Zeus have to kill a few of the Easterners who are guarding the facility. They sealed the door. Zeus have to plant and detonate a bomb. At some time the Lieutenant dies.

(Torturing a Colonel)
ZEUS (RADIO)
I'll spear head the assault.
Zeus rushes in assault riffle in hand.
INT. LUNAR COMPOUND
Zeus makes it deep into the building complex. The map shows a fork in the road.
ZEUS
Hey I will go and detonate the port. You go ahead and get on the shuttle, wait for me.
MOON 4M
YES SIR!
ZEUS
Moon 11 F we are done with the BiMAV now get out and get up here now.
MOON 11F
Alright, but their reinforcements are getting closer than I thought.
ZEUS
It's alright we'll be gone by that time.. Moon 11F.. respond.
STEX
No response.
ZEUS
Shit, Moon 11F's dead, hurry up we've got a ton of 'em on our heels.
Zeus makes it to the command center.
INT. LUNAR COMPOUND COMMAND CENTER
Zeus puts his primary weapon down on the console and starts using command's software with his hardware to hack into the computer.
After 1/2 minute.
MOON 8M
Shuttle prepared, we are officially waiting for you now.
The door to the command center is being cut by a hot knife.

(Torturing a Colonel)
After looking over at the door almost being cut through Zeus picks up his riffle, blows the window open, jumps out, falls from 20M high, and hits the ground into a roll.
SPC. MOON AROUND LUNAR COMPOUND 2
ZEUS
I'M FUCKED! GET THE HELL OUTTA HERE
NOW! TAKE OFF!
Zeus gets up to run as fast as he can.
ZEUS
Computer self-destruct the base as soon as possible!
Camera sits in front of Zeus's knee aimed at the command console. Zeus's leg is severed as you see the huge hip shot weapon that was used. Zeus screams as oxygen vents.
The voice of Zeus's STEX trails off as the silence of the vacuum fully envelops Zeus.
STEX (VISUAL ONLY)
Sealing at thigh-
An officer with 11 STEX are waiting on the ground. Before they can shoot Zeus a huge explosion knocks 2 of them them on Zeus and the rest nearby. The port was destroyed. Zeus looks up to see his comrades' shuttle flying now high above the surface gaining altitude fast. Zeus's eyes look very sad as the STEX shoot the clip off the riffle and take it from Zeus. Then all of a sudden the shuttle explodes.
CUT TO:
INT. EASTERN SPACE COMMAND CENTER
HERMES
Good shot, commander you finally took those pesky bastards down.
Show on a command window the shuttle crash into the ground and not explode cause it is space.
HERMES
Now we need to push even deeper into the West, we have got them on the run until we reach the 56 parallel.
CUT BACK TO:

(Torturing a Colonel)
SPC. MOON AROUND LUNAR COMPOUND 2
Zeus reaches for a grenade with his right hand. Just before he is about to grab the grenade 1 of the Eastern STEX grabs Zeus's right hand with her right hand.
THE GIRL
SHIT SIR he is. He's an ESP, Eastern Secret Police, all the way from the Western Space Elevator operation.
THE OFFICER
Medivac I got a bleeder with no leg.
MEDIC
Confirm I will get a buggy over there right away.
CUT TO:
INT. RESCUE POD IN BLACK AND WHITE.
Zeus punching his right hand with the chip.
ZEUS
AHH!!! what the hell was that.
CUT TO:

DREAM
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM
ZEUS
That was quick.
DREAM DOCTOR
well it took days you were under sedation.
ZEUS
Days?
DREAM DOCTOR
Look at your legs your bones have an enhanced nanotubular weave integrated into you bones.
ZEUS
Awesome.
DREAM DOCTOR
You are to be immediately reinstated into the Eastern lunar combat force, the front line needs many troops to fight the enemy.
ZEUS
Good no waiting.
DREAM DOCTOR
Yep, where is the gun?
ZEUS
Right over there a good as new.
Zeus goes over and put the STEX on. Zeus has the same eastern riffle.
INT. DREAM HOSPITAL
Zeus fights his way back to the vacuum-
SPC. DREAM SPACE OUTSIDE HOSPITAL
where he sees a gigantic 200 meter high BiMAV. Zeus walks over to it.

(Dream)
Zeus starts to climb the legs and makes it to the head. Zeus opens the hatch and climbs in.
SPC. DREAM MOON
Zeus is now holding 2 guns of the suit. Zeus jumps and rockets to where the space battle is and enjoins into the battle on the western side.
ZEUS
I am part of the west do not fire at me.
SOME GUY (VO)
Yes Zeus you've made it.
ZEUS
I sure have.
Zeus begins firing at green dots until the battle is won where Zeus wakes up.

FOUND
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM
Zeus wake up in a hospital. Zeus's legs are stuck in a large machine. Zeus is sitting in bed for 6 seconds. A doctor walks in-
DOCTOR
Hello, I can't imagine how you managed to escape from the star elevator and get instated afterwards in the Western Forces.
ZEUS
Well I uh I, I tried to remain under good cover the whole time.
DOCTOR
Well you can tell the ESP all about that tomorrow when they see you. I'm sorry to say it but for security reasons we will have to keep you restrained in the machine in the mean time.
ZEUS
Are you sure I can't just walk around for a bit, get some exercise.
DOCTOR
Nope, but tomorrow you be able to do whatever you want.
ZEUS
Ok tomorrow then.
DOCTOR
Your leg is almost repaired, it will be good as new in
(looks at digital clipboard)
a couple hours. We are basing the reconstruction of your right leg on your left.
Doctor hands him the keyboard and hand sensor.
DOCTOR
Want to get on the net and watch some TV here.

(Found)
ZEUS
Ya that'd be great
Watching TV.
NEWS REPORTER 2
Due to the recent over extension of the Western forces, Eastern BiMAVs will succeed in driving the West back to their production core. If nothing else happens the East may attain victory over the moon.
NEWS REPORTER 2
In other news construction on the Japanese space elevator is being drastically accelerated and may be complete well before their deadline approximately 3 months from now.
MR. KYOSERA
We will complete the elevator by the end of the month.
Zeus goes to a hardcore porno site. The site queries the password Zeus types it in with user name Zeus.
The site remains the same but a download window appears
"porno connector"
There is a naked picture above that box.
Zeus saves the file onto the temporary folder. Zeus runs the program. Again his name and password are prompted he fills in both. An innocent aim text box appears with stupid screen names ______ and ________.
CUT TO:
INT. FRIEND'S HOUSE IN BLACK AND WHITE
FRIEND
If you find yourself inside enemy territory we want you to goto this web site and contact this person.
Friend hands Zeus a piece of paper.
CUT TO:
Here is the conversation which will be read out by both parties:
I'm in ______ hospital, in __________ city.

(Found)
What happened?
When we were assaulting ______ port to steel their shuttle, I stayed behind to destroy the facility. unfortunately the reinforcements arrived and they cutting the door so I jumped out of the window. I radioed for my men to get out of there. Then my leg was blown off with an huge gun. They scanned my hand which had a chip in it from a dead ESP back at the Western Elevator They medivaced me to this hospital. The doctor told me that they would be good to go in a couple hours, but he is going to take the leg restraints off when the ESP officials come around noon. I am stuck in bed and cannot get my hands on anything I could use to get out of here. Please advise.
Confirm identity... where did you meet with Friend?
At the bamboo forest in McLean.
Correct. We are figuring out what to do with you we will keep you informed. We will advise no later than 15:00. Keep this window open. Understand?
Yes
FADE TO:
We are losing the lunar fight right now. We have 1 opportunity to turn this around. The lunar Eastern power network around the moon works basically like this: All power generated is either generated on the moon or microwaved to the moon. Then the power is routed through superconducting power lines all over the moon and to the primary emitting station, in _________. (about 200 M from your position. This is done to increase the reliability of the power as the city you are currently in is well out of the reach of our BiMAVs. If however the primary station was damaged or destroyed, other power emitters would pick up the slack and would automatically rout energy to the fleet via non centralized power emitters on the moon. The fleet would then be able to mirror the power to the rest of the fleet. But the superconducting power conduits take time to reroute, and the mirrors that redirect the radiation take time to rotate. For the majority of the fleet it would take approximately 15 seconds to readjust. This gives us a 15 s window to destroy components of the secondary power network. Then another wave of super-high velocity shells would destroy the tertiary power network in the next 15 second window.

(Found)
Then our fleet would attack the powered down vessels on all fronts. In the disarray our forces could decimate their lunar navy, and win the moon within 6 months. All of this has been planned and is ready to commence at exactly 16:00, just before your fateful interview. Connect this  computer to the medical apparatus any way you can. I will talk further after this is completed. If you cannot do it say "I can't."
<not dialogue in texting secession> Zeus connects the computer via a thin fiber optic USB.
Good I'll get my people on it right away. In the mean time I would like a map of the hospital. Is their an emergency escape plan on the door?
<not dialogue in texting secession> Zeus opens up the webcam video viewer and aims a thin tubular webcam at the map. Zeus takes the picture and sends it.
Show cuts of actual mission during the below text dialogue.
Great I fix the image up and formulate a plan on how to get out of the hospital. But in the mean time I would like to explain to you what you need to do once you get out of the hospital. You will need to keep your cover as a civilian. You will need to get to a military barracks. I will give you the map later. Once you get to the barracks you will need to find a way in. You still have a chip in your hand right?
Yes.
Show cuts of actual mission during the below text dialogue.
Awesome you can basically knock on the door. They will walk out and inquire who the hell you are. You tell them you are ESP and that there has been a landing just outside the city. You need to talk to their commanding officer right away. They will think you are crazy. You tell them to check the radar. Signal 4893 on frequency 53.34 megahertz. We will create the radar anomaly from a satellite in high moon orbit. They will take you seriously. You tell them to get all forces in the city to intercept the landing craft. Claim that new clocking technology allows for the shuttle to be somewhat radio silent. Find a military STEX with riffle. Make sure you have 12 separate packages of 1kg C-7 explosives. electric radio detonators, and the remote trigger. Let them leave. Go out of the Power Transfer complex to where the microwave power emitter is. Place synchronized charges at each of the designated locations. Jump down.

(Found)
Go to the designated shuttle pad. Take over the smallest shuttle use the given software package to program an escape trajectory. Program detonation at exactly 16:00:00.00. after 16:00:12 launch and be received by the USS dfsdfsd.
<not dialogue in texting secession> Stop showing the future after 16:00:12 and go back to watching text.
With the chaos we are going to instill on the East in that time interval there is absolutely no way you are going to be prioritized as a target. If you do not detonate the target, DO NOT attempt to escape the surface of the moon. They will certainly shoot you down. If you fail, attempt to find a location to lay low and wait to receive further orders. A persons house would work. This is literally our only hope of winning the war, if we cannot turn them around now, we will lose our lunar production facilities. Their newly secured lunar minerals combined with outer solar system production will provide them with a production supply so vast we would soon be forced to surrender. Any questions?
No, I will destroy their solar array at 16 sharp, or I will die trying.
COMPUTER
Files uploaded on the desktop.
Let the force be with you.
Zeus closes the aim box.
CUT BACK IN TIME TO:

TORPEDOES SWARM WITHOUT LASER STORM
INT. TORPEDO LAUNCHING ROOM

Show torpedoes loading device. 15:59:50 Torpedoes are fired from multiple locations to various locations. Second wave fired. Third wave fired. Sites are destroyed. 16:00:12 Zeus presses the take off button on his shuttle which leaves Lunar orbit directly to the Western forces.
SPC. SPACE AROUND WESTERN SHIPS
Few torpedoes are destroyed. Third wave fired with intelligence from first wave. Fourth wave fired with intelligence from second wave.
CUT TO:
INT. EASTERN SPACE COMMAND CENTER

EASTERN SUBCOMMANDER 1
The West is launching a massive wave of torpedoes.
EASTERN SUBCOMMANDER 64
Coming in laser range in 10 seconds.
SSESC (SUBSTITUTE SUPREME EASTERN
SPACE ADMIRAL)
What the hell are they doing, initiate full scale laser storm.
EASTERN SUBCOMMANDER 64
In range in 3 .. 2 .. 1 ..

Lasers take out a few of the torpedoes.
EASTERN SUBCOMMANDER 1
Primary microwave transfer system destroyed. Automatically rerouting energy.
SSESC
Red Alert.

(Torpedoes Swarm Without Laser Storm)
EASTERN SUBCOMMANDER 1
More and more torpedoes incoming.
SSESC
Launch all crafts and corvettes. Pull the fleet back towards our center.
EASTERN SUBCOMMANDER 1
SECONDARY ENERGY TRANSFER SYSTEMS ARE BEING DESTROYED! Rerouting to tertiary systems.
SSESC
GOD DAMN IT!!! THOSE ARE BEING TAKEN OUT TOO!!! They're gonna take out our quadentary systems then we'll be FUCKING POWERLESS!!
EASTERN SUBCOMMANDER 2
Not entirely sir, I've connected laser power to defend the core of the fleet, we have secondary systems online there.
EASTERN SUBCOMMANDER 1
We have rerouted energy to and from that core through tertiary and secondary systems. We have partial fleet capacity! Repeat we have partial fleet capacity!
SSESC
Maintain defense of the core at all cost!
Persephone arrives to pedestal.
SSESC
I'm sorry mam.
PERSEPHONE
There is nothing you could have done.
SSESC leaves the Pedestal.
Persephone hesitates for 4 seconds.
PERSEPHONE
.. .. .. .. Universal Com! The moon has been lost, I am initiating full scale evacuations.
HERMES
God damn it that is my decision!

(Torpedoes Swarm Without Laser Storm)
PERSEPHONE
I hate to say it but the moon is defiantly lost.
HERMES
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Pull out the fleet to the Earth Geosync orbit we've still got tons of asteroids to refine.
CUT TO:

SUN AND SAND
EXT. BEACH
Zeus is laying back on a beach in the south pacific next to Artemis. Zeus is holding a sex on the beach in his left hand, his right is drooped over the chair arm.
ZEUS
You know what I am drinking?
ARTEMIS
You asked the drink replicator for a sex on the beach.
Cut camera to show replicator sitting on the sand.
ZEUS
What does that mean to you.
ARTEMIS (JOKINGLY)
Hmmm I don't know Zeus on the beach and sex I don't think I am making the connection.
Zeus gets up and takes the giant beach towel with a colorful dragon picture on it that was folded on his lounge chair and lays it on the ground in front of the lounge chairs.
ZEUS
Now do you see.
ARTEMIS (JOKINGLY)
I am still not seeing it.
ZEUS
Get on the towel bitch I'za'gonna fuck you.
ARTEMIS
Aright.
Sex scene.
INT. TROPICAL BUNGALO
Zeus wakes up the next morning next to Artemis. Zeus walks by the living room where the computer/wall TV is on his way to the bathroom.

(Sun and Sand)
COMPUTER
There is one message for you Zeus.
Zeus ignores it.
As Zeus walks back.
COMPUTER
Its urgent.
ZEUS
Hello Artemis.
ARTEMIS
Hello Zeus, its a good morning isn't it.
ZEUS
Yes it is.
ARTEMIS
Hey I think you have to actually read those messages or else they are going to come here and read them to us themselves, and I wouldn't want anybody interrupting our privacy.
ZEUS
Yeah well ok.
TITAN
Zeus you have served us well, thanks to you we are in the process of taking over the moon, we have already began to begin wide scale nanoproduction. We have more suits and vehicles than trained personnel, even techs are being conscripted to BiMAVs. But it is not the moon where we require your services, but Earth-
ZEUS
Thank god I'm getting sick of gray cratered landscapes.
TITAN
The Japanese star elevator is nearing completion. The Japanese Prime Minister ___________ ________ although still technically neutral is believed to be sympathetic to the Eastern cause.

(Sun and Sand)
TITAN
I am proposing a mission that is meant to galvanize the Japanese as Western allies, while they still teeter between the two super powers.
TITAN
Their Star elevator is approaching completion in a matter of months. We are planing a strike during its most vulnerable stage of construction.
TITAN
In the mean time you are to be instructed into a few words of Japanese.
TITAN
The strike will commence some time tomorrow.
TITAN
You will be briefed on the details of your mission tomorrow. Watch what is happening on the moon.
SPC. MOON WHERE EAST IS BEING ATTACKED BY WEST WHILE EVACUATING
Show Eastern BiMAVs retreating while being pounded by Western space to ground artillery. Transports arrive picking up many BiMAVs but a few are left behind. Those that are left are pounded by Western BiMAVs. Some shuttles are shot down.
TITAN
But most of it looks like this.
SPC. MOON WHERE EAST IS EVACUATING
Deeper into Eastern territory a chain of transports takes up all of the BiMAVs and other vehicles.
CUT TO:
INT. TROPICAL BEDROOM
Zeus wakes up one morning with Artemis by his side. Zeus walks over to his computer.

(Sun and Sand)
TITAN
Hello Zeus I was waiting for you too wake up. The Japanese star elevator is about to begin the final stage of its construction. The time is ripe for your mission to proceed. Please summon Artemis to this meeting.
ZEUS
HEY! Get up Artemis, we're having a meeting right now .. She'll be in here in a second.
Artemis walks in-
ARTEMIS
Yes I'm here what did I miss.
TITAN
Nothing yet, I was just about to brief Zeus on the mission.
The camera fades to a lunar mining facility.
TITAN (VO)
After the assembly of the space station was completed the station was stabilized in orbit just above geosynchronous altitude. Just above because the weight of the cable itself must be compensated for. Then the cable was lowered to be secured into the ground.
TITAN (VO)
Because the cable is being expanded upon the mass of the cable became greater. The cable began to pull harder thus the station is being elevated accordingly.
TITAN (VO)
But right now construction is only in the middle stage, where the elevator is being thickened by rings that are guided up the exterior of the elevator. They string carbon onto the elevator that self fuses with nanobots.

(Sun and Sand)
TITAN (VO)
This process is going to continue until Tuesday. We are going to have you send up a ring full of plasma shells that will detonate at the elevator's center.
TITAN (VO)
But before that you are going to be sent up so that you will arrive in a region of the ocean that will soon be under western control.
TITAN (VO)
Artemis you will accompany Zeus to Shanghai. On the flight you will be take the identity of a British businessman, by the name of Frederick Styles.
FADE TO:

JAPAN
INT. MR. KYOSERA'S OFFICE
TITAN (FROM PAST)
He has a katana on the wall you are to use it to silently remove Mr. Kyosera's head. You are to use the computer to make a plasma launching ring and program your accent to space.
TITAN (FROM PAST)
You are to walk out at around 14:25 to get to your launch at 14:37:42.89 you will have to plow through much security then so try to get one of the guards guns.
Zeus begins to be escorted through the future space port. Zeus passes through multiple checkpoints, until he reaches Mr. Kyosera's office. Two guards wait at the door.
CUT TO:
INT. KYOSERA'S OFFICE
ZEUS
Konichiwa
MR. KYOSERA
Konichiwa, so desu.
ZEUS
I see you have a katana, is it a family heirloom.
MR. KYOSERA
Yes it goes way back to the premeji era.
Zeus reaches to pick up the sword. Mr. Kyosera gestures in approval. Zeus removes it from the scabbard. Zeus tell him it has a nick in it he walks over. Zeus decapitates him.
Zeus moves the corpse behind the plant. Zeus accesses the computer and does all of the necessary procedures, including loading the software Zeus has on a disk.
Zeus walks out the door-

(Japan)
INT. JAPANESE ELEVATOR FACILITY
and proceed directly to the elevator.
Zeus get stopped.
JAPANESE GUARD 1
Where are you going.
ZEUS
I have permission from Mr. Kyosera.
JAPANESE GUARD 1
Let me call. .. He is not picking up.
ZEUS
He turned off his com because his wife was pestering him.
JAPANESE GUARD 1
I can't let you through without his permission.
Zeus starts walking back.
Zeus walk inside pick up both swords and places them next to the door. Zeus walks out and tells the guards that Mr. Kyosera is unconscious.
They run in.
INT. KYOSERA'S OFFICE
Zeus picks up the katana and decapitates the men. Zeus picks up their guns and put them inside his holsters.
INT. JAPANESE ELEVATOR FACILITY
Zeus walks back to the guard that stopped him earlier. Well you know what happens here; bang bang.
Zeus blasts his way to the elevator, activates the replication of the ring destroyer, and launches at the deadline. Zeus goes to the rail launcher.

AT SEA
AIR. OUTSIDE JAPANESE SPACE ELEVATOR FACILITY
Zeus flies out of the rail launcher as the ring detonates and anchor flies away with a slight tangential velocity as the lower portion of the space elevator shaft slowly bends to fall towards the Earth.
EXT. OCEAN SORT OF NEAR JAPANESE SPACE ELEVATOR FACILITY
When Zeus lands in the ocean and is retrieved by a Air Craft Carrier.
An Eastern spy is thrown into the pod and the pod is dropped in the water where it is to be received and TV camera's will view the capture of this known agent.
CUT TO:
INT. CARRIER MESS HALL
Everybody is watching the news.
CARRIER SOLDIER 1
Well look at that the DAMN East is at it again destroying the wonders of the world.
CARRIER SOLDIER 2
They won't stop till everybody is assimilated into their hive.
TITAN (OVERHEAD SPEAKER)
Zeus report to the debriefing room immediately.
CUT TO:
INT. CARRIER BRIEFING ROOM
TITAN
Hello Zeus you have performed excellently.
ZEUS
WHERE IS Artemis.

(At Sea)
TITAN
I cannot tell you, but she is still needed to fight this war and so are you.
ZEUS
What do you mean by that? After all I've done for you do you really expect me to volunteer?
TITAN
If you don't, I will see to it you never see Artemis again.
ZEUS
Fine I'll do it.
TITAN
Yes we need your help we already have a mission waiting for you to lead.
TITAN
The aircraft carrier you are on is already en-route, the mission file is already on the desktop of your computer.
Password : <mercenary>.
CUT TO:
INT. ZEUS'S ROOM ON CARRIER
********* typed into the password box.
(The file expanded to 40 gigabytes when it was installed on the computer so that it could not be easily copied)
"raid on wet docks" is the mission tittle.
CUT TO:
INT. CARRIER MESS HALL
Watching TV in the mess hall.
Saturday night live making fun of Eastern spokes person's denial that he caused the Japanese Space Elevator to fall.
FAKE EASTERN SPOKES PERSON
No I didn't detonate the Eastern ladder. As an Eastern leader I know these things.

(At Sea)
Fake Eastern Spokes person pulls out a red button and presses it as Eastern Ladder blows up.
FAKE EASTERN SPOKES PERSON (WHISPERS)
Give me the other button I need to destroy the Japanese ladder and blame it on the West.
Fake Eastern Spokes Person is holding the button.
FAKE EASTERN SPOKES PERSON
And now watch as I press this fake button nothing will happen to the Japanese space elevator.
Fake Eastern Spokes Person presses the button which causes the Japanese Space Elevator to blow up.
FAKE EASTERN SPOKES PERSON
See they are just 2 coincidences these buttons have nothing to do with the Eastern Space Elevators.
CUT TO:
INT. ZEUS'S ROOM ON CARRIER
Zeus wakes up to the noise of jets taking off.
ZEUS (MUTTERING)
What the fuck!?
Zeus gets out of bed and walk over to the sink. Zeus is reaching for the faucet when the alarms go off.
Zeus feels the ground move out from under him and hears a loud bang.
ZEUS
Shit torpedoes.
CUT TO:
EXT. CARRIER HELICOPTER PAD
Zeus start sprinting to the helicopter pad, where the seals are.
Zeus runs out into the dark night-
ZEUS
I'm Zeus reporting for duty sir.

(At Sea)
L
Zeus you are my commanding officer, I am Lieutenant L.
ZEUS
Oh, what's happening with the ship is it going to sink.
L
Probably sir, they have surrounded us with subs and there are multiple torpedoes inbound.
ZEUS
Shit suit up, lets ditch this fascist Popsicle stand.
L
Sir there is a software glitch in the fuel containment we can't liquefy the fuel, our heliplanes are not in 2 way range with the target.
ZEUS
Well then we will just have to find a different way to get home. Did you really think those slow ass heliplanes could have escaped from a facility like that.
L
BUT SIR!?
ZEUS
WE'LL find a GOD DAMN WAY home solider, in the mean time I would appreciate if you would follow orders.
During this whole ordeal a few torpedoes ram into the ship making loud noises and sharp jolts.
L
Yes sir, Paul take that chopper, Newman take of that fucking bathrobe and get your STEX on-
ZEUS
Computer emergency com to General
_______.
COMPUTER
... The general is not available.

(At Sea)
ZEUS
Tell him the carrier is going down and we are going to assault the dock tonight. For some reason our choppers have enough fuel for a 1 way trip, so we are going to eventually need air evac. You got that?
COMPUTER
Yes Zeus, your message will be sent.
Zeus walks back into the seal prep room-
INT. CARRIER SEAL PREP ROOM
ZEUS
Where is my STEX?
RANDOM SEAL
Over there-
points one of the seals.
Zeus puts on his STEX throws his riffle on his back
Zeus goes back out to the helicopter pad-
EXT. CARRIER HELICOPTER PAD
and struts onto the lead heliplane.
ZEUS
Let's go!
L
Hang on, I can't seem to get clearance from the officer in charge.
There is an very loud noise, a huge jolt, that knocks one seal out of the heliplane. An explosion immediately follows and the ship first begins to show signs of tilting and water flowing in.
ZEUS
I SAID LET'S GO!!
Zeus signaled the helicopter rotor spinning with an ever increasingly large and high spiral.
The engines start. They take out over the water as they close the doors.

(At Sea)
EXT. OCEAN
The carrier is still launching planes like crazy and is actively shooting out all of its cruise missiles before the carrier reaches Davie Jones' Locker.
The carrier is incredibly beautiful as all of the projectiles light up its hull.
The planes fly only a couple of meters over the ground as they penetrate a radar hole.
CUT TO:
EXT. OUTSIDE EASTERN NAVAL FACILITY
The planes fly around to flank the facility. The planes reach a clearing in the trees and pull up without going up to drastically reduce their speed and at the same time remain in midair as the chopper blades begin to accelerate.
The helicopters get closer to the ground. At 5 M Zeus jumps out into a perfect shoulder roll, he pulls his assault riffle to his shoulder during the roll. Zeus remains kneeled as he looks through the infrared scope.
ZEUS
All clear, all units proceed.
All units drop behind Zeus including the pilots. The newly converted assault choppers fly in front of Zeus as they spearhead the assault.
Zeus gets up and charges the base.
EXT. EASTERN NAVAL FACILITY
Zeus with his 16 STEX and 2 heliplanes kill 38 STEX who are now pouring out of the dry docks on either side of where Zeus is charging. Zeus makes it to the water front where Zeus and 3 of his 4 remaining STEX dives in and set the charges on the vessels.
L
I'll get a water scarab to pick you up.
ZEUS
See I knew you'd find an exit.
L
The general had better send an air lift though.

(At Sea)
ZEUS
He's the most reliable man I know.
Zeus places a few mines and kills a few STEX that are shooting him from the dock.
ZEUS
All mines are in place, L do you have our ride.
The lieutenant coms him-
L
Yep go to this nav point, I will pick you up.
Zeus has to go there and surface.
L is coming up on Zeus in a really fast boat, like a scarab. Zeus covers L's escape, by sniping a few people. As the scarab draws near-
Zeus gets picked up by his elbow. The boat maneuvers to pick the 3 other commandos.
Zeus is thrown in the boat, as it begins to regain its previous speed.
Show scarab going head on towards the camera as-
ZEUS
Detonate all charges
all the ships in we dock are blown up.
EXT. OCEAN JUST OUTSIDE EASTERN NAVAL FACILITY
The lieutenant begins to call-
L
HEY sky, I am nearing the mine net, need air pick up immediately.
SKY COMMANDER
We've got a bird in the area, prepare for a wire pickup.
L
Yes Sir.
The seals connect each other via wire to a central carabineer. A harrier type plane hovers above them with a matched speed. On the screen the mine field is quickly approaching.

(At Sea)
Random Seal connects the tether to the carabineer, then Zeus, then L, then the 3 remaining STEX.
L
LIFT.
The harrier pulls up as it accelerates forward, ripping the 5 off the deck of the still moving scarab.
In the distance is 3 other fast enemy vessels.  A missile comes into view in the distance.
ZEUS
MISSILE INBOUND!
ENGLISH PILOT
I know .. Hold on.
The jet inverts itself as it gains altitude, then the pilot pulls the stick up pulling a 12 gee turn as thrusters engage just as the jet is about to skim over the water. The three are still dangling and as the plane flies over the water, they bounce off of the water.
The missile attempts to follow before it gets buried in the sea.
ENGLISH PILOT
Ok we are heading back to base now. Shouldn't take more than a few minutes.

GRABING INFORMATION FROM A MOUSE CLASS DESTROYER
EXT. OCEAN AND SKY COMMAND CENTER
TITAN
Hold that thought pilot, we need your seals for another mission.
ENGLISH PILOT
Who the fuck are you.
ZEUS
I know that voice better listen to him pilot.
TITAN
Thank you Zeus, you are needed for another mission.
ZEUS
Well do I have a choice?
TITAN
No, we just cornered an immobile and virtually defenseless, mouse class destroyer intelligence reports that there is good intel inside.
ZEUS
And we just happen to be the only disposable seal team in the area?
TITAN
Yep. If we wait much longer they will probably find a way to self- destruct it. You will see the destroyer in about 2 minutes, over and out.
ZEUS
Shit one after another, how much ammo you got?
Zeus distributes the ammo and equipment as he sees fit.
small assault helicopters pass over the destroyer firing high rpm machine guns and small rockets to the surface to take out the miniBiMAV resistance.

(Grabing Information From a Mouse Class destroyer)
EXT. OCEAN NEAR EASTERN DESTROYER
The harrier slows down to hover mode as it approaches the destroyer.
The harrier and helicopters attack the surface as Zeus and the seals snipe any remaining personnel. A few seconds later the harrier takes Zeus about 2 M over the deck.
ENGLISH PILOT
Dropping now.
EXT. EASTERN DESTROYER OUTER DECK
English Pilot releases the wire and leaves the scene.
Zeus has absolutely no idea what the design of the ship is, nor does anybody. Zeus has to take control of the entire ship.
ZEUS
Let's move in.
INT. EASTERN DESTROYER DECKS
The soldiers begin going into the decks killing people sporadically.
After a while Zeus and his team of 4 others makes it to the command center of the ship Zeus uses a hot knife to cut a hole in the door to enter the command room. The commanders surrender. Zeus puts them in monitor necklaces that render a person unconscious if they do anything bad.
ZEUS
We've got the commander we are ready for secondary incursion team.
A group of specialized engineers and crewmen arrive by submarines to fix and sail the ship away. The Lieutenant is the only of the 5 that survives the ordeal.
CUT TO:

BATTLE OVER BRITAIN
INT. BRITISH BRIEFING ROOM
Zeus is taken to the field commander.
TITAN
Hello I have been anticipating your arrival. Just listen to this briefing, I will talk to you once you've seen it.
This is projected on the wall as a woman's voice reads the text with a little more commentary.
-----------------------Mission Briefing-----------------------
FEMALE BRIEFER
We are losing the battle over Britain. An Eastern diplomat is meeting with us tomorrow. We will discuss a cease-fire and subsequent evacuation of Britain.
FEMALE BRIEFER
However given their great foot hold in Britain and our utter hopeless in this region that you have personally witnessed, we are in no position to gain anything but the assisted evacuation of critical and military personnel.
FEMALE BRIEFER
To make our decision to sign to an inadequate surrender even clearer, the East has prepared a large strike force to violate the above cease-fire, and assault a variety of targets, one of which will capture the meeting place itself.
FEMALE BRIEFER
Obviously given this vital intel we will stop this horrendous violation of international law, but once they have been shot down illegally approaching our borders, we will have a chance to strike them where it hurts.

(Battle Over Britain)
FEMALE BRIEFER
Your division is to, as soon as the signal is given around 3 o'clock, move directly upon the "Kissinger" Air Base.
Show on map.
FEMALE BRIEFER
Because of the space superiority over Britain only short range radio communications are viable, thus no sky commander will direct this operation.
FEMALE BRIEFER
Our latest intelligence is given here, however it is 6 days old. Here is the Sky commander's recommendation of an attack strategy.
MALE BRIEFER
As soon as your intent is observed, fighters will be scrambled. I recommend that you split your forces into two.
MALE BRIEFER
One force consisting of a large concentration of surface to air vehicle should move to the North of the base to shoot down any fighters leaving this string of runways.
MALE BRIEFER
Also some of the commando helicopters will have a chance to turn around, by placing this contingent here both incoming and outgoing aircraft may be disposed of.
MALE BRIEFER
The second force should be very strong, consisting mostly of tanks and heavy BiMAVs. The majority of the infantry should be in this group. Although the force to the North will close in on the base, the force from the South East will be the spearhead of the offensive.

(Battle Over Britain)
MALE BRIEFER
The artillery North of the diplomatic meeting will crater this point on the runway to keep any planes from taking off. After that the self destruction of the crafts at the air base should proceed.
MALE BRIEFER
This facility is relatively robust and should be taken over by a commando team, in order to further cripple their ability to launch air campaigns.
MALE BRIEFER
Finally you should barricade yourself the building overlooking the diplomatic meeting to provide sniper coverage to protect the diplomatic proceedings.
MALE BRIEFER
This should give us the leverage we need to secure a viable evacuation and reassert the cease-fire. When the cease-fire is declared, make it crystal clear by announcing it on loud speakers.
MALE BRIEFER
Please refrain form any fire whatsoever, and gather your forces and proceed north to guard the border as the evacuation commences.
MALE BRIEFER
If no cease-fire is declared or you fail, I will take direct command over the situation. Hopefully it will never come to that. Good luck to you all.
-----------------------End of Briefing-----------------------
Proceeds pretty much as planned breaking for occasional cinematics of the diplomatic meeting and the commando helicopters being shoot down.
After Eastern planes are launched-

(Battle Over Britain)
EXT. DIPLOMATIC MEETING PLACE
WESTERN DIPLOMAT
We know you are going to attack this meeting.
EASTERN DIPLOMAT
What are you talking about.
WESTERN DIPLOMAT
Cue the video.
Screen shows video of Eastern planes being shot down.
EASTERN DIPLOMAT
Well we'll take this meeting then we are going to have all the chips on your evacuation.
Show artillery bombard the critical point on the runway.
EXT. KISSINGER AIR BASE
Zeus's team penetrates the air base and-
INT. KISSINGER AIR BASE
__Door_____Door____
| Z                |
| Z                |
| Z                |
|_Z________________|
ZEUS
All our enemies are on the other side of the hanger. Charge forward to form a picket line.
Zeus's 24 STEX charge down forming a picket line across the length of the hanger.
ZEUS
CHAAARGE!!
The Western STEX charge forward around docked jets. 32 enemy STEX die because they were too dispersed in the hanger. Zeus only loses 13 of his 23 STEX killing 32. One of the specialists on the team sets all of the crafts to self destruct.
CUT TO:

(Battle Over Britain)
EXT. DISTANCE FROM KISSINGER AIR BASE TO DIPLOMATIC MEETING
The 14 Westerners watch as-
WESTERN FIELD SPECIALIST
Detonate Kissinger Air Base.
the whole thing blows up.
CUT TO:
INT. BUILDING OVERLOOKING DIPLOMATIC MEETING
Zeus and his team have barricaded themselves inside the facility near the diplomatic meeting providing sniper cover keeping the meeting diplomatic. The fact that they are there is why there is no action at the meeting.
ZOOM INTO:
EXT. DIPLOMATIC MEETING PLACE
WESTERN DIPLOMAT
There needs to be a cease fire now we have the upper hand over this battlefield.
EASTERN DIPLOMAT
Then let there be a cease fire now.
WESTERN DIPLOMAT
How about in 3 minutes. We want to show you a taste of your own medicine.
EASTERN DIPLOMAT
Fine at the hour we will both stop fighting.
The British tanks and BiMAVs from the South East begin rolling again, firing upon the disorganized infantry outside the diplomatic meeting. The bombardment continues, until the last second, where the last wave of artillery is launched. After fighting for a few minutes most of the enemy forces are dead.
EASTERN DIPLOMAT (LOUD SPEAKER)
All forces stop firing and stand down and await transport. A cease fire has been enacted. I repeat stand down on all engagements.
seconds into the cease fire, the shells from the Western artillery to the North hit around the Eastern infantry near the base. Everybody on both sides take the message seriously.

(Battle Over Britain)
The surviving Eastern forces surrender.
CUT TO:

SPACE BREAK
INT. SPACE SHUTTLE
Fly to space, dock with a Western city. Show with fast cuts.
EXT. OUTSIDE COLONY'S SPACE PORT
ZEUS
Artemis!
Zeus lands on the ground and strips his STEX off.
ARTEMIS
Zeus!
Artemis runs up out of nowhere and jumps onto Zeus hugging him as they bounce all around in the low gees.
ARTEMIS
Oh it's good to see you survived.
ZEUS
It's awesome to even see you.
They start making out and somehow manage to stand up. They start making out again.
INT. MAGLEV CAR
They take a maglev car to their house.
CUT TO:
INT. ZEUS'S BEDROOM
Sex scene.
CUT TO:

ASTEROID JOCKEY
INT. BRIEFING ROOM
Everybody assigned to the mission, 144 people are sitting in dark briefing room, with all of the other combatants in front, with the assistants on the side of the assisted and the commander giving the lecture.
TITAN
Thanks to the valiant efforts of Zeus we have taken the moon from the evil mind control state.
EVERYBODY
Cheering.
SOMEONE 1(BLACK GUY)
Yeah Zeus you da bomb.
TITAN
But as you all well know that is not the end of the war. The East has won the outer solar system and as we speak they are beginning to get far more resources from the asteroid belt than we are getting from the moon.
SOMEONE 2
Boo!
TITAN
As we speak most of these asteroids are being received in ________ class colonies positioned in geosynchronous orbit.
TITAN
__________ colonies receive asteroids about every 10 minutes from both ends through a nanotubular fabric based braking system.
TITAN
The permanent outer fabric is connected to a temporary inner fabric that wraps around the asteroid after it is received to begin to digest it.

(Asteroid Jockey)
TITAN
A new inner fabric is then strung around the permanent outer fabric to receive the next asteroid.
TITAN
This is our entry point. 8 STEX will latch onto 1 of these asteroids and ride it until it is about to reach the receiving bay then jump away to ride the outer fabric into the colony. The 8 STEX will automatically divert lasers to cut off the 8 inner defense cannons.
TITAN
dolphin class transports will follow directly behind the asteroids, and will be the mainstay of the invasion. All 16 STEX from each dolphin that are not deployed in the central facilities will use bungi cords to reach the surface of the colony while the jockeys will have to grab onto cables coming from the dolphins.
TITAN
If we can capture the colony's security center we can disable the consumption of the asteroids keeping the old asteroid in place at the stretched out receiving site. Now what do you think is going to happen when the next asteroid comes?
SOMEBODY 2 (LIKE GOBLIN SNAPPER IN
WARCRAFT 2)
kaboom!!
TITAN
Exactly the colony will be utterly destroyed.
SOMEBODY 3
So we just blow out?
TITAN
No we can't do that, the colonies ground and their ports are just too damn thick. You will need to find a rail launcher or transport exit.

(Asteroid Jockey)
SOMEBODY 4
Ahh man.
TITAN
But before some find an exit we will need that group to capture a new breed of BiMAV to launch to homebase. We will hold off asteroids from coming until then.
TITAN
You men and women have been chosen for a dressed rehearsal for a synchronous attack upon all _________ class colonies which will completely ERADICATE their entire geo asteroid refinement block!
TITAN
If your mission succeeds they will have not only drastically less elemental resources but also diminished laser power. Because of that WE WILL CRUSH their Earth orbital armada take our fill of their asteroids and drive them back to the outer solar system, giving us total domination over the Sol System.
EVERYBODY
Cheering.
TITAN
If your mission fails then all missions will fail then our fleet will be swarmed by a horde of Eastern carriers. We cannot have this happen!
ZEUS
Don't worry we're going to kick
SOME FUCKING ASS.
EVERYBODY
Cheering.
CUT TO:
SPC. NEAR ASTEROID
Catch asteroid, radio silence.

(Asteroid Jockey)
SPC. ON ASTEROID
Zeus and the others push away from the asteroid far before it is near the rotating colony, and the waiting planar catcher.
The Western soldiers spread out uniformly away from the center of the asteroid, STEX thrusters begin to decelerate Zeus. The asteroid goes on ahead and pulls the great canvas as the uniform tensile force is diverted to the side of the colony, where all of the stopping power is.
CUT TO:
INT. BRAKING SYSTEM IN ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY
Show one of the pistons seen through a diamond window in the security station.
CUT TO:
SPC. JUST OUTSIDE COLONY'S ASTEROID RECEIVEMENT CENTER AND
INT. WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
The canvas is now at around a stable 50 degrees to the oncoming STEX, the central canvas disconnects from the now conical permanent canvas, as it begins to use its momentum to wrap around the asteroid that is moving at a leisurely velocity into the colony. Later it will finnish wrapping and begin refinement of the asteroid.
Zeus and the others hit the permanent canvas almost near the edge of it.
The STEX hit it feet first and pointing to the center. When they do hit they are slammed into the hard material that is not quite taught, there is a lot of give, as the canvas converts their momentum inward towards the conical center.
There is supposed to be much friction between the back of the STEX and the canvas so that the STEX can slow down his liner motion and begin rotating with the colony, but Zeus's friction is not enabled.
ZEUS
SUIT, FRICTION ACTIVATE!
STEX
I do not understand that command.
ZEUS
ACTIVATE FRICTIONAL BACK!!
STEX
Activating.

(Asteroid Jockey)
What is happening to the other STEX is they slow down and begin rotating with the colony, and the artificial gravity brings them down into the ground.
Zeus is going to fast now to be decelerated enough by the virtual force of gravity-
ZEUS
Artemis help me out.
ARTEMIS
Activating rockets.
The rockets help slow Zeus down.
Meanwhile tensile cables are being rotated around certain tracks to pull the new central canvas around to the center. The cone of the asteroid receiver is becoming more obtuse as it is being pulled back into its ready and planar position.
Zeus is now falling slowly as he looks over at the now taught central canvas.
Zeus leaves the now conical asteroid receiver-
AIR. NEAR THE TOP OF ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY
and receives and diverts lasers to cut 1 of the 8 defense cannons. The 7 other soldiers on this side cut off the rest of the defense cannons.
The 4 dolphin class transports, with doors open enter through the hole at the center and begin turning to avoid the asteroid.
Zeus activate the rockets and grabs onto the cable almost directly in front of him so that Zeus can fall down at a controlled speed rather than slamming into the ground.
The other STEX have already made it safely to the bottom by grabbing onto the cable.
Zeus gets controlled to the bottom where Zeus completes the braking with his gloves perfectly into a normal standing position.
EXT. SUBURBIA IN ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY AND INT. SKY
COMMAND CENTER
The cable begins its specially controlled retraction just as Zeus let go of it and walks away.
The flying recon toys have already been launched in to gather video streams viewable at any time during the mission.

(Asteroid Jockey)
But Zeus doesn't actually watch the video stream, the commanders do. The main purpose of the recon is to determine the exact location of all automated guns so they can be destroyed without risk. Also it is necessary to know where to go.
Just as Zeus walks up to the horizontal door-
ARTEMIS
Jump in it's safe.
INT. INERTS OF ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY AND INT. WESTERN
SKY COMMAND CENTER
Zeus loses contact with command intermittently in the security quarters.
Zeus's Quad jumps down-
ARTEMIS
Split.
As Zeus's subquad navigator directs Zeus and Ray to the security control station.
Zeus is told by Artemis about enemies in his immediate proximity-
ARTEMIS
In the window, he's down throw a grenade.
Zeus throws a grenade.
ARTEMIS
They are coming down the street to your right. Ray take out the bogie on the left.
When Zeus get's to the security control room the specialists instruct everything Zeus should do-
INT. SECURITY CONTROL ROOM IN ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY AND
INT. WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
SPECILIST
Ok let me see the port is on your right, there
The specialist points on Zeus's interface.
Zeus goes over there and plugs his port into the security interface.

(Asteroid Jockey)
SPECILIST
Good press the upload button.
COMPUTER
ACCESS DENIED
COMPUTER (CONT'D)
ILLEGAL OPERATION
SPECILIST
Shit .. how to break .. how to break.
ARTEMIS
Boogies behind you!
Ray turns and kills them.
ARTEMIS (CONT'D)
GET outta there they are converging on you.
SPECILIST
Ray put your port in the PC to the left before you go.
RAY
Alright.
ZEUS
Lets get the fuck out of here.
INT. INERTS OF ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY
Zeus blasts through the way the fuck outta there. Ray helps out a lot. Some time during all of this Zeus gets shot in the stomach.
STEX SUIT
Cutting off pain receptors at injury site.
Zeus gets directed to the outside-
EXT. SUBURBIA IN ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY AND INT. SKY
COMMAND CENTER
where he can see the combat continuing in small pockets. Zeus runs down the road along a straight orange line.
ARTEMIS
Quad 1 reconstitution with quad 9.

(Asteroid Jockey)
ARTEMIS
Zeus you are still unit leader, Ray you are 2, Athena you are 3, and F you are now 4.
New direction lines indicate the new pathway as the newly formed quad goes to the storage facility.
They have just reached the front of the storage facility and-
INT. STORAGE FACILITY IN ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY AND INT.
WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
they sneak around to the back door and kill the guards in their fortified position as Zeus approaches.
They wait on either side of the back door looking through the sniper scope for any bogies. They move into Zeus's formation as Zeus runs by.
ARTEMIS
Divide.
Ray and 4 break off to go to their corresponding tasks. Zeus and Athena remain together for a bit. Ray dies.
ARTEMIS
Fracture.
You hear after you notice different lines of path breaking off in the distance. Athena takes a sharp right.
ARTEMIS
Inside here there should only be few militialized STEX, not trained men.
SPECILIST 1
Ok men in the storage facility, I want you to set up interfaces into the computer systems, it is rumored that their is a large design vault of blueprints of war machinery, infiltrate this vault.
Zeus starts searching.
Athena is having trouble holding off a ton of enemies.
ATHENA
Help! There's [gunshots] tons of them!
Athena's Sky Assistant takes a green icon representing Zeus and throws it up to Quad Commander.

(Asteroid Jockey)
QUAD COMMANDER
Zeus back up Athena's position.
ZEUS
Coming.
Zeus stops.
ZEUS
REDIRECT TO Athena's position.
Athena is pinned down behind some boxes. Zeus helps her kill a lot of the men and as Zeus get a grenade out to throw in where there are still enemy STEX.
SPECILIST 1
NOOOOOOO!
Specialist 1 screams so loud it hurts Zeus and Athena's ears, they cringe at the annoyance.
SPECILIST 1
That is the database, go in there now before they are able to destroy it.
Zeus presses the button to open the door, but it is locked as part of standard security protocol.
ZEUS
Well smarty pants how THE FUCK AM I
SUPPOSED TO OPEN THE DOOR!
SPECILIST
Hang on a sec let me talk to our hacked security computer. [23 seconds of typing]
As militia throw a grenade into Zeus's position Athena knocks it back with the butt of her gun. The grenade explodes but did not kill Athena.
Zeus signals Athena to go take care of it. Athena chases the militia guy who whimpers and dies.
ZEUS
Great job you're definitely commando material fellow greek god.
ATHENA
Thanks, but I don't even compare to somebody like you.
ZEUS
One day you might, you just might.

(Asteroid Jockey)
SPECILIST
Fuck I am not used to the interface, just blast it.
The door opens.
ZEUS
No, actually good job it's open.
SPECILIST
Ohh,, Alright set up data ports on the biggest thing that connects.
ZEUS
Done, you getting anything?
SPECILIST
Data stream viable, I will worry about maintaining radio transmission of the stream, and hacking the primary database. Over and out.
ARTEMIS
Hold position. Reconstituting units, run to the hall, left, down.
Zeus and Athena run down the hall and recombine with certain
STEX.
western STEX run down the hall together. They split up just before Zeus's quad exits the Storage Facility.
EXT. SUBURBIA IN ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY AND INT. SKY
COMMAND CENTER
Zeus is in a quad of 4 running in suburbia. Athena is in a quad of 4 still moving around inside the storage facility.
SKY COMMANDER (VO)
This is the sky commander speaking, the East has launched multiple troop transports at your position, it was believed that we could shoot them all down, however significant naval buildup in the area prevents total blockage.
SKY COMMANDER (VO)
They are due to penetrate the hull in about 2 minutes, about 40-60 men will get through. We'll keep you informed. Double time on those launchers.

(Asteroid Jockey)
ARTEMIS (VO)
Anticipate the oncoming invasion. Athena's quad you stay behind to acquire BiMAVs which may be in the area.
ATHENA
Affirm.
About 30 seconds from breakthrough time-
ONE MAN
ALL UNIT ALL UNITS BiMAVs ARE GOING
ACTIVE, TWO FULL QUADS!
As we hear him begin to fire at the heavy BiMAVs.
SKY COMMANDER (VO)
ALL UNITS PREPARE FOR encounter with heavy BiMAVs, find as many heavy weapons as possible and mount them in prescribed positions. Don't fire unless you have got enough power to pierce the armor. Navigators navigate us too heavy weapons. Remember break through is in 15 seconds. We need to take care of both.
Zeus is directed to engage infantry on the road. Zeus and his STEX quad commandeer a few hover cars, to get there.
Zeus driving around engaging the enemy infantry from Zeus's moving cars until the roads are turned off.
Zeus gets out of the car.
Zeus starts shooting down the road at the infantry, then a fucking BiMAV walks into Zeus's field of vision from the right as it walks behind the infantry 2 streets down.
ZEUS
Fucking BiMAV approaching, need support.
ATHENA
Coming, will arrive soon.
Zeus begins running into commercial buildings.

(Asteroid Jockey)
EXT. COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS IN ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY AND
INT. SKY COMMAND CENTER
Another medium BiMAV comes up to follow the first BiMAV. There is house to house fighting amongst the STEX. Then Zeus goes back onto the street.
When Athena gets to the battle Zeus and his forces are running up the road until the BiMAV walks around the corner. Zeus thinks it is bad at first and the others slow down in panic, Zeus slip/slides to the ground in fear.
ATHENA (VO)
FRIENDLY BiMAV, FRIENDLY BiMAV, do not engage.
Zeus and the others scatter into suburbia, waiting for resolution of this battle of titans.
Athena runs head on about 25M from the enemy BiMAV, she hesitates for an instant then blasts the fuck out of the enemy 2 shots from each arm every second for about 8 seconds, with the machine gun also firing.
A volley of 4 missiles seem like complete over kill as the smoldering wreak falls to the ground. The companion BiMAV unaware that the friendly BiMAV was the enemy, waited for conformation.
The 2nd BiMAV was hit so hard with so much veracity, that it could reorient itself to fire back. Friendly troops come out of nearby houses where as the Eastern BiMAV lay in ruins.
ZEUS
I told you would be great.
ATHENA (VO)
You said maybe if I recall, and if I don't manage to get this BiMAV out of here I won't be anything.
ZEUS
You'll live, trust me.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
Move out people. We've a colony to protect.
Specialist 4 turns to the mission commander and informs him.

(Asteroid Jockey)
SPECILIST 4 (VO)
Commander, I've accessed Athena's missiles, so tell the men that they have 36, 4MRD meter radius of death missiles at their disposal.
SKY COMMANDER (VO)
Great.
The sky commander switches his com to universal.
SKY COMMANDER
We have 36 4MRD missiles launchable form any of our 4 BiMAVs, to be painted at your whim.
SPECILIST 4
SIR, I think I can use Athena's long range ballistic cannon to hit far up.
SKY COMMANDER
So?
SPECILIST 4
One of their BiMAVs is almost exactly opposite Athena on a straight road.
SKY COMMANDER
DO IT!
Show Athena spearheading the push towards rail launcher 3. Zeus and his men follow, running their hardest to keep up with their strolling BiMAV. The machine gun moves to any sort of movement and sometimes fires. A few missiles fly out to painted targets.
SPECILIST 4
This is the specialist, the artillery cannon on your back seems to be very powerful, we can use it to destroy 1 of their BiMAVs walking far up in the colony across from you. Say with me 'Transfer full control to code 734.'
ATHENA
'Transfer full control to code 734.'
Hear this from the Sky Command Center as the specialist stops the BiMAV and activates the cannon.

(Asteroid Jockey)
Show it protruding out of the diagram in reality, then fade back to diagram as the dotted line goes in a hyperbolic arc to the ground in front of the enemy BiMAV.
The specialist types a few buttons then checks his work. Then he presses the button.
CUT TO:
The launch of 3 perfectly concentric heavy artillery launches. The 3 shells destroys 1 enemy BiMAV.
SPECILIST 4
Revert full control to operator.
ATHENA
Thanks, move out men we've got 5 more to take out.
RANDOM STEX
What happened to the 6th one?
ATHENA
It's been taken car of.
After a bit more running.
SKY COMMANDER (VO)
Everybody there are 5 enemy BiMAVs and 4 friendly, we seem to be getting on top of things. Rail defense 3, Athena and her posse are quickly closing in on your position, how are things holding up.
SQUADRON FIELD LEADER (VO)
NOT WELL SIR WE got to fall back to suburbia, we can't take it any more.
SKY COMMANDER (VO)
Hold your position men, you'll be backed up in less that two minutes.
SQUADRON FIELD LEADER (VO)
Alright sir.
ZEUS
FULL QUAD OF ENEMY BiMAVs coming up over the horizon, closing in fast.
SKY COMMANDER (VO)
WHAT!!!!!?

(Asteroid Jockey)
Yaps the Commander completely undignified as he waves all other tasks away and pulls up a dialogue to his monitoring subcommander.
SUBCOMMANDER 1 (VO)
Sir he is right.
SKY COMMANDER
STEX abandon your position immediately meet up with squadron zeta spearheaded by Athena, and back off to rail launcher 1.
SKY COMMANDER (VO)
Send the rest of lance 1 to defend that position. Leave the rest to defend launcher 1.
Western BiMAVs turn towards launcher 3. The few survivors are scattered and running towards Athena as she leads zeta to protect the survivors. Athena slows down to a stop and crouches behind a small house, in view of a road.
The ant like men (Zeus included) scatter into yards, and jump small fences, a few people are actually still inhabiting these houses. An enemy BiMAV runs by Athena. Athena patently targets the leg and fires 2 simultaneous shells at its right leg, blowing it off completely. As the manned BiMAV squirms to get up Athena pounds it for a few seconds until it stops moving. Athena turns around, throws her arms back to switch to looking back-
ATHENA
Specialist won't you pilot the BiMAV as I fall back to rail launcher 1.
SPECILIST 6
With pleasure. 'transfer logistics to code 734.'
ATHENA
'transfer logistics to code 734.'
Athena backs off with the support of his platoon of ants. Continue this. Athena is looking at minimap of other BiMAVs.
ATHENA
Running out of ammo need to reload, BiMAVs 2 and 3 cover the evacuation.
SPECILIST 6
They are about to arrive I am taking you to our support BiMAV.

(Asteroid Jockey)
ATHENA
Alright go.
Athena runs down the road for a little while, until she is taken off the road, to somebody's backyard where a support BiMAV is waiting. It loads more shells into her back and more auto-repair fluid.
Athena is taken through to another road, sees an enemy BiMAV up the road and immediately begins to engage it. Athena destroys it. Athena goes to where the troops are. Athena continues to back off with 2 and 3. Zeus and the commandos begin to engage other foot soldiers.
ZEUS
Commander request BiMAV, machine gun support.
The commander throws up the tasks giving it to three different assistants. The assistants instantly rotate the guns and begin to obliterate the enemies, which the commandos are about to run into.
After that obstacle is conquered-
LIMPING STEX
Can we slow down my suit can't take this kind of running.
ZETA COMMANDER (VO)
DO NOT SLOW DOWN, you need to keep this pace, do you understand how hard it is for BiMAVs to walk that slowly? BiMAV quad do not slow down if one of the commandos start to slow down, run them over.
SKY COMMANDER
Rail launcher 2 has been evacuated, and captured, all surviving troops converge on our only launcher 1.
ZETA COMMANDER (VO)
We are approaching the rail launcher, final infantry transport, all troops cover the arrival of our squadron beta. Then jump in the container for immediate departure.

(Asteroid Jockey)
SKY COMMANDER (VO)
We are approaching the launcher, it will take a minute to load the infantry and load the first BiMAV container, only two BiMAVs per container. Fan out and stay moving to avoid enemy fire.
Athena runs into a backyard and across to the road, looking up the road. Zeus and his STEX soldiers run towards a big house.
INT. HOUSE IN ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY AND INT. SKY
COMMAND CENTER
Zeus and his men are covering themselves in the house from surrounding enemy infantry, squadron beta gets chopped up but a few survive.
ZETA COMMANDER
Rail launcher 1 has been overrun with STEX we are docking a dolphin class transport in a civilian port under the house you are in it should be there in approximately 2 minutes.
Firing out windows.
ZEUS
We need soldiers on front windows.
ZETA COMMANDER
When I tell you to synchronously pull out.
ZEUS
Shouldn't we do it in a graduated manner.
ZETA COMMANDER
Negative they far enough away so you all have enough time dive on the transport.
ZEUS
Good then we leave none behind.
More enemy soldiers are firing at the building.
ZETA COMMANDER
It arrives in 10 seconds. EVERYBODY
GO NOW!

(Asteroid Jockey)
Everybody holed up in the building including Zeus sprint into the rail launcher.
The hatch seals and off and everybody in the container are all slammed into one side of it as it accelerates off.
CUT TO:
Show the next asteroid collide with the colony blowing everything to smithereens.
CUT TO:
INT. TITAN'S OFFICE
TITAN
Green light to all ________ class operations.
Montage of different attacks on _________ class colonies.
CUT TO:
EXT. SUBURBIA IN ANOTHER ASTEROID REFINEMENT COLONY AND INT.
ANOTHER SKY COMMAND CENTER
SOMEONEBODY 4
Request reinforcements we can't get an exit.
GENERAL 1
Negative you better get to the space port within the next minute.
SOMEONEBODY 4
We can't do that we are being swarmed right now.
SUB SKY COMMANDER 1
We can divert the next asteroid and send in more dolphins.
GENERAL 1
Do not do that we need to take out that colony now!
SOMEONEBODY 4
What the fuck are you saying we are going to die in here.

(Asteroid Jockey)
GENERAL 1
Regretfully you have just been listed as a casualty of war. We need all those buggers taken out now so that we can push the East back to Kingdom Come.
CUT TO:

EASTERN RESPONSE
INT. EASTERN SPACE COMMAND CENTER
PERSEPHONE
Shit I think this means we just lost the war.
HERMES
Not yet we'll just have to concentrate on extracting and refining everything in the outer reaches of the solar systems.
PERSEPHONE
But if we retreat further from Earth their forces will overwhelm us.
HERMES
We must concentrate on capturing their flagship while holding our own.

SWITCH UP BRIEFING
INT. ZEUS'S HOME
TITAN (ON WALL)
Zeus you really pulled that off beautifully. Thanks to you we've got the East on the run.
TITAN (ON WALL)
They've evacuated their civilians through rail launched shuttles ahead of their battle fleet then abandoned their colonies. Their armada is in a full retreat to the asteroid belt.
ZEUS
So we've won the war. Can I retire now?
TITAN (ON WALL)
We haven't won the war yet. There is a lot more in the asteroid belt then there is on the moon. They will lick their wounds and muster their reinforcements so that they shall have enough strength to crush our fleet. Once they turn around they will take the Earth.
ARTEMIS
Oh god.
TITAN (ON WALL)
That is why we need you 2 for 1 more mission. If we can take their flagship, the Krakatau, while we hold ours, the Liberty, we can win to capture the resources of both fleets and have enough forces to take their fledgling asteroid refinement facilities.
ARTEMIS
Then can he retire, while he is still alive.
TITAN (ON WALL)
The war will be over so yes.

(Switch Up Briefing)
ZEUS
Then I'll do it.
TITAN (ON WALL)
You would anyways you know what tortures we apply to deserters.
ARTEMIS
Yes we know.
TITAN (ON WALL)
I'll give you 2 time to talk before the battle which is high risk for both of you.
Titan's face disappears from the screen and is replace with stars.

LAST LOVE SCENE
ZEUS (EXCITED)
So one more battle.
ARTEMIS
But it is high risk even the low risk battles are insanely dangerous.
ZEUS
But this one is my last I am sure I will survive that.
ARTEMIS
Don't be so fool hardy.
ZEUS
I am just trying to have confidence so that I can charge enemy positions to take them down.
ARTEMIS
But you have finishing fever you'll take to many risks.
ZEUS
Ok I'll die.
ARTEMIS
NO DON'T SAY THAT. You're going to live, you  are  going to live.
ZEUS
I might, I just might.

SWITCH UP, THE FINAL MISSION
SPC. OUTSIDE KRAKATAU
Look out window, zoom in to fleets, anti-vertigo shot in to entire fleet, hover there, two very small lasso/box zooms to into where Zeus has landed on the Krakatau. His pod bounced off a few meters away. Zeus has been magnetized to the hull and is trying to cut through it. A green triangle appears over Zeus's head, with his name, Greek squad letter, quad number, and number. Quick unzoom to show entire fleet with the green, blue, and red triangles.
Zoom out from front screen of command center. Smooth motion to swing camera around to face Sky Commander-
SKY COMMANDER
You're just in the nick of time commandos,
(points to dj)
DJ HIT IT
then around Artemis to her lower left corner of the screen showing Zeus in the first person.
ARTEMIS
You got it baby, slide in, remagnetizing.
INT. KRAKATAU HALLWAYS AND INT. WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
ARTEMIS
You have to plant explosives on the door.
ARTEMIS
Run through before the next door seals!
There are STEX Zeus kills here. As soon as the big door seals, Zeus loses contact with Artemis. Cut away from helmet cam view.
ZEUS
Artemis please advise. Artemis are you there? Can you hear me. Fuck you faraday.
After a bit communication is regained-

(Switch Up, the final mission)
STEX (IN SKY COMMANDER'S VOICE)
We don't have much time remember, the Eastern fleet is traveling faster than intelligence initially thought, they began to accelerate faster and faster.
ZEUS
Yes I know commander, please suit stop regurgitating and tell me what direction the bridge is.
STEX
Do not comprehend. Travel that way.
Says Zeus's suit as it gives Zeus an arrow to where he is to be going.
The STEX does have some limited DJ abilities.
Zeus occasionally meet up with other commandos and stick together to help the last of the commandos take over the bridge. As soon as Zeus takes control of the bridge. The specialists sit down. Zeus of course being curious looks at the screen.
ZEUS
Shit they took over the Liberty! When did they do that?
NAVAL FIELD SPECILIST
Just now.
CUT TO:
INT. LIBERTY HALLWAYS
Persephone, holding a riffle, in a STEX, looking up at an American flag, as part of a take over team leaving the transport to take over the Liberty.
Persephone plays an easier and more passive role, but are still vital to taking control of the bridge.
INT. LIBERTY BRIDGE
Persephone takes the bridge, just a few seconds before the West takes control of Krakatau. Hermes appears in the upper right hand corner of the big screen.
HERMES
Persephone just as we expected Western commando teams are taking Eastern vessels.

(Switch Up, the final mission)
Rapid cuts of Hermes keeps Persephone informed on everything that is happening. The battle is fairly easy for Persephone, each of the Eastern Vessels turns bad at a set time up until the Krakatau is captured.
The Krakatau is captured at a time set by the previous bout with Zeus, the earlier he captures it, the earlier Persephone sees it taken over.
PERSEPHONE
Commander, we just lost the Krakatau, I cannot win the battle without it, we need to take it back.
HERMES
One of our best commando teams has just got on it, we will take it back in no time.
Show commando Eastern commando teams getting of transports into The Krakatau.
CUT TO:
INT. KRAKATAU BRIDGE AND INT. WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
NAVAL FIELD SPECILIST
Just now.
Zeus begins navigating the hallways to reach the rail launcher.
ZEUS
Sky commander, request permission to lead an assault team to take back the Liberty.
SKY COMMANDER
Negative, how are you going to get on it, they will shoot down any transports.
ZEUS
I can launch myself in a low velocity container and repenetrate their hull.
SKY COMMANDER
No they would notice 16 slow moving shells going towards one ship and shoot them all down, come on this is rudimentary.

(Switch Up, the final mission)
ZEUS
What if I only sent one, do you think they would notice?
SKY COMMANDER
Well you might get through but I need you here defending this ship.
ZEUS
But there's all already enough people here.
SKY COMMANDER
No god damn it, I won't have any of this crazy shit, block transmission from Zeus.
ZEUS
Prepare my container.
RANDOM GUY AT CONSOLE
But sir what about the sky-
ZEUS
SHUT UP AND DO IT, THAT'S A FUCKING
ORDER!
RANDOM GUY AT CONSOLE
Uh yes.
Random Guy At Console does it while Zeus runs down to the rail gun.
ARTEMIS
DON'T DO THIS! ARE YOU CRAZY.
ZEUS
I created this god forsaken war, now I am going to kill it.
ARTEMIS
But Zeus THAT IS SUICIDE.
ZEUS
Just show me the way, JUST SHOW ME
THE WAY!
ARTEMIS
NO!
ZEUS
FINE BITCH!! Suit, show me the way to coil launcher 6.

(Switch Up, the final mission)
STEX
Yes Zeus.
ARTEMIS
Don't do it.
Zeus presses a button to shut off radio communications.
Zeus follows his suit right to the waiting container, that Zeus immediately gets on.
Show Zeus immediately getting in, closing the door, and Zeus being immediately launched super fast into space.
SPC. IN BETWEEN KRAKATAU AND LIBERTY
Show the thing fly through space seemingly avoiding all the lasers, fighters and other shells zooming by.
The container collides into the Krakatau-
CUT TO:
INT. LIBERTY BRIDGE
Persephone Commands the battle for a time.
There is a bleep on Zeus's screen where Zeus lands and a warning comes up.
Freeze image for a second so we can read the message.
CUT TO:
INT. KRAKATAU HALLWAYS AND INT. WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
SQUAD COMMANDER
Quad 2, and 4 I want you guarding the Bridge, If you fail we lose the war, everybody else we go fourth to take care of this incursion.
Front line defense of the Krakatau.
NAVAL FIELD SPECILIST
Shit sir, White Tiger commando squadron has just landed on our hull, they have just penetrated decks 5, 29, 142, etc.
The Western soldiers are defending from multiple incursion sites as the East attempts to overwhelm their positions.
More fighting on this front.

(Switch Up, the final mission)
Once Zeus's shell collides with the Liberty-
CUT TO:
INT. LIBERTY HALLWAYS
Zeus is in the pod, Zeus has to open the door and get out. There are enemy STEX in this room, Zeus shoots them.
Zeus has to overtake the ship literally by himself. This is the hardest thing to do for Zeus by far.
When Zeus get past a very difficulty security blockade-
CUT TO:
INT. LIBERTY BRIDGE
HERMES
Persephone, a STEX just got into the ship, do not let any more slow shells get by, they are deceiving.
PERSEPHONE
Shit I didn't even think of that, thanks.
Persephone commands the naval battle, it becomes very intense and difficult, things begin to happen a lot faster.
Persephone hear sirens for the ship but it does not affect her interface, she ignores them until-
CUT TO:
INT. KRAKATAU HALLWAYS
The Western Commandos continuing to defend the Krakatau.
The landing troops get a foothold and the Westerners have to start sacrificing ground to them.
At that certain time in the battle-
CUT BACK TO:
INT. LIBERTY HALLWAYS
Zeus who is trying as hard as he can to get to the bridge, alarms are going on all around Zeus.
It becomes even harder as the enemy STEX begin charging Zeus from all directions, there are more of them now, more aggressive, and more well organized.

(Switch Up, the final mission)
Zeus finally makes it to the Sky Command Center.
INT. LIBERTY SKY COMMAND CENTER AND INT. WESTERN SKY COMMAND
CENTER
Zeus kill everybody in the room (which is very hard in and of itself).
ZEUS
Open up all radio communications.
STEX
We are back in communication with sky command.
ZEUS
Sky commander forgive me for violating orders-
SKY COMMANDER
Shut up and stick your interface in the port to your left.
ZEUS
Right.
SPECILIST 4
Ok now, very good, I am right back in, it is nice knowing the command codes.
SKY COMMANDER
Thank you Zeus, you were right, it seems you are GOD!
ZEUS
I do what I can, I do what I need to do.
Screens all around the room change colors.
SPECILIST 4
Holy shit, we are being locked out from all ship functions, THE
LIBERTY IS GOING HOSTILE!
SKY COMMANDER
WHAT!!?

(Switch Up, the final mission)
SPECILIST 4
Being taken over by the bridge apparently they rewrote permissions making the Supreme Admiral more important than the Sky Commander, locking in on it.
SKY COMMANDER
Zeus you have a new mission, if this works, quadruple pay.
ZEUS
Alright Artemis, where too.
ARTEMIS
To the bridge, unless Specialist 4 finds another way.
CUT TO:
INT. LIBERTY BRIDGE
HERMES
He got through the primary defense layer.
PERSEPHONE
What!, WHO?
HERMES
The intruder, he is, he's Zeus!
PERSEPHONE (VERY SCARRED)
Oh Fuck!!
HERMES
Don't sweat it though he won't make it much farther all units converge on the intruder, Zeus!!!!!!!!!!!
PERSEPHONE
Keep me informed.
HERMES
I will.
Persephone commands the mission everything becomes messy as the fleets draw nearer to each other, it is becoming harder and harder to stay alive.
After the allotted time of fighting.
CUT TO:

(Switch Up, the final mission)
INT. KRAKATAU HALLWAYS
Basically this slot it all about losing ground retreating constantly to the overwhelming forces. They get the Western STEX back to their secondary defenses. When the men get back to the quadentary defense most of the Western Hold Outs are dead but alas Western reinforcements take down the last of the enemy.
REINFORCER
Are there any enemies.
HOLD OUT
No you took them all down.
WESTERN COMMANDOS
Whoooho. YEAH!
CUT BACK TO:
INT. LIBERTY HALLWAYS AND INT. WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
ARTEMIS
Go out the left, I mean right door.
Zeus goes through and fight the men reserved to defend Artemis. This is by far the hardest slot for Zeus as they are prepared for Zeus's arrival and surprise/trap/trick Zeus quite often.
After going through the last defending hallway of defense Zeus makes it to-
ARTEMIS
This at the end of the hallway is the door, make it there Zeus I know you can do it.
ZEUS
I can-
Zeus goes out and kills the last 2 Eastern STEX.
Zeus runs to the door and start cutting through it with a hot knife.
ARTEMIS
Oh no Eastern soldiers are converging on our command center, looks like you're the one that is in a safer position.

(Switch Up, the final mission)
ARTEMIS (CONT'D)
The Sky Commander already left before they cut off our rail launcher exit.
CUT TO:
INT. LIBERTY BRIDGE AND INT. WESTERN SKY COMMAND CENTER
The border to Persephone's screen changes color as she notices the Liberty changing sides.
PERSEPHONE
Why did I lose control of this ship?
Persephone presses a button to reassert her control.
HERMES
Zeus took the bridge.
PERSEPHONE
Is he going to kill me, should I be scarred for my life.
HERMES
No, I've assembled many men in front of your hallway they should hold him off until reinforcements arrive to relive them.
PERSEPHONE
Let's hope your so-called elite soldier are able to KILL HIM!!!!!!!!
Silence remains after that outburst as Persephone manages the messy chaotic fleet, The Liberty is very close to destruction as the ship should be all torn up right now about 30%. Both sides of the fleet should be seriously fucked up, except for the Krakatau. However neither the West nor East are attacking the Liberty because they both expect to hold it.
HERMES
He is getting close to your position, I want you to set up full fusion reactor self destruct. right now.
PERSEPHONE
Huh!!!!?

(Switch Up, the final mission)
HERMES
Please just do it, it looks like we won't be able to take the Krakatau due to the Western reinforcements there, and if Zeus succeeds then we will lose the war, unless you press the big red button.
Persephone has already set it up and there is a big red button just at the right of the screen.
Persephone is in the room commanding the fleets as they are slowing down, trying to prevent themselves from running into each other (some big ships are actually colliding with each other.)
It is looking very bad for the East on the screen.
Persephone looks back behind her. Sparks are flying.
Persephone presses a button to bring up the cameras, she presses the right button to get the camera on Zeus.
Show him Zeus who is 3/4 done cutting a hole in the door.
PERSEPHONE
HOLY SHIT HE IS CUTTING THROUGH THE
FUCKING DOOR, HE'S RIGHT BEHIND
ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HERMES
Press the button, press the big red button.
Persephone hesitates, then elegantly yet grudgingly presses the button with two fingers.
Persephone watches intently as her interface is dominated by the fusion reactor virtual interface. The camera in the fusion reactor is brought up automatically with temperature gauge and estimated time till critical mass.
PERSEPHONE
It is working, we'll destroy both fleets.
SKY COMMANDER
Better get in that rail launcher
Persephone runs to a command station. Zeus is 3/4 of the way done with the hot knife.
ZOOM INTO CAMERA OF ZEUS:

(Switch Up, the final mission)
When the knifing is complete, he instantly drops the knife onto the ground still hot, and slams the left side of his left fist into the hole pushing it in.
PERSEPHONE
Send me.
Elegantly and perfectly Zeus eases into the small hole.
Just as Zeus aims his riffle. She goes down into the ship and presumably far away.
Zeus runs over to the location Persephone was commanding from. It show on the screen that The fusion reactors are going critical.
ARTEMIS
I've got control over the launcher but not the ship GET TO AN EXIT NOW!
Zeus runs over to one of the command station.
ZEUS
GET ME OUT OF HERE!
Zeus goes into the ship too, to be launched in front of the shockwave of the nuclear explosion.
ARTEMIS
God no they've taken over our command center-
CUT TO:
SPC. SPACE JUST OUTSIDE LIBERY
just outside the Liberty.
ZEUS
NO ARTEMIS, I DON'T WANT YOU TO BE
TAKEN!!
Liberty becomes pure white as the spherical explosion expands to destroy both of the chaotic and embattled fleets, destroying everything in pure whiteness. Many escape many more die.
White for a few seconds, and silence. Slowly "The End" appears very thin, then thickens slowly, in all directions
until the entire screen is black.
Show Credits.

